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BOMBAY, AUGUST, 1927

The Month in Brief
Indian cotton industry

Government of India have decided (1) to Impose a specific duty 
/^anna and 6 pies per lb. on all Imported yarn unless the value of 

L varn exceeds Rs '" * 4-0 per lb. in which case 5 per cent, ad valoran 
t^^y^ill be charged, (2) to reduce from 15 to 7i percent, the duty on 
^^•ficial silk yarn and (3) to include in the list of machinery and mill 

to be exempted from duty, also bobbins, plcklng-stlcks roller
roller cloth, cleaner cloth and sizing flannel.

■ sKiris,
j^ployment in the textile and engineering industries

In the textile industry as a whole the supply of labour was equal to the 
1 rnand during the month of July 1927. The average absenteeism was 
?36 per cent, for Bombay City, 0’40 per cent, for Vlramgaum, 12’58 
er cent, for Sholapur and 7’07 percent, for Broach.

the engineering Industry in Bombay City the supply of both skilled 
and unskilled labour was adequate. Absenteeism was 12'60 per cent. 
In the engineering workshops, 5 per cent. In the Marine Lines Reclamation 
of the Development Directorate, 12’79 per cent. In the Bombay Port 
Trust Docks and 8’50 per cent, in the Chief Engineer’s Department of 
the Bombay Port Trust.

In the Engineering Workshops of the Karachi Port Tnist the percent
age absenteeism was 6’10.

WORKING CLASS COST OF LIVING INDEX

In August 1927, the Working Class Cost of Living Index Number 
was 157 as against 156 in the preceding month. The Index Number for 
food articles only was 155.

INDEX NUMBER OF WHOLESALE PRICES

The Index Number of Wholesale Prices In Bombay was 
month of July 1927.

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
There were five Industrial disputes in the month of 

The number of workpeople Involved was 5271 and the 
working days lost 14,2 18.

BALANCE OF TRADE
During July 1927, the visible balance of trade, including securities, 

in favour of India amounted to Rs. 397 lakhs,
MO R 12--- 1
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The Cost of Living Index for Augn,!
A RISE OF ONE POINT * ^2?

Increase per cent, over July 1914 .. {

In August 1927,* the average level of retail prices for all ik 
taken into account in the statistics of a cost of living inrU r ® 
classes in Bombay City was point higher than in tb^®’'^^e 
Taking 100 to represent the evel in July 1914, the gJT tpo
was 156 in July and 157 in August 1927. The 'ueTal' "W '
points below the high-water mark (193) reached in Ort thu^^7

points higher than the twelve-monthly average for the yeaTlQ?? ?

The index number for all food articles advanced by 1 •
month. There was a fall of 2 points in jowari but the ^’^Dug
cereals remained the same. Pulses, however, went uo b” 4 ^•’^’^herf
to an Increase of 4 points each in gram and turdal A Points owi? 
articles, salt and potatoes rose by 13 points each ’^ong other fo-J 
6 points and ghee of 4 points. Both beef and mutton ® of
of 8 points each. Cocoanut oil was lower by 3 points Th '^^orease 
remaining articles were practically stationary durin'a tk^^ 
“ other food ” index advanced by 3 points to 184 The

The “ fuel and lighting ” index remained stationary at 166 Ti 
number for the clothing group rose by 3 points to 152

All items : Percentage increase over July 19J4

WORKING CLASS coj

INDEX.

Articles Unit of 
quantity

,tion 
(Mass

Crrcal^ 
Bice

Jnwan 
Bdjn

Total—Cereals ..
/ndex Numbers-'Cereals ,.

63-59
34 63

pals^ 
Gra’p, 
Turdal

136

Total—Pulses .. 
Index Numbers—Pulses

85 63 i

Sugar (ren"«2\, • 
Baw Sugar (Gul) . 
■fea

Salt
Beef
Mutton
Milk
Ghee 
potatoes 
Onions
Cocoanut Oil

92'55 
75?

101'7o7
8-333
3'573 

27'974

27'39
95'85 

1'94 
I7'O(. 
15'04 
a'18 

246'16 
149'11 
85'14

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September . 

October .. 

November 

December,,

Yearly 

average .

Per cent.

57

Total—Other food articles 
Index Numbers—Other

aiticles

Total—All food articles 
Index Numbers—Alljood articles

fue/ end lighting— 
Kerosene oil 
Firewood 
Coal ..

Total—Fuel and lighting 
Index Numbers—Fuel and lighting ,

Clothing— 
Chudders 
Shirtings 
T. Cloths

Maunti

The articles included in the index 
rood, fuel and lighting, clothl. , , ...____ ing and hous“l^' Tk“’

given the relative importance which each k ’ t- les have been
aggregate expenditure No allowance ^ ma? f
standard of living since July 1914. ° change in the

P ceson which the index is basedare those collected between July 16

■f

Total—Clothing ..
Index Numbers—Clothing

House-rent

Index Nujnben—House-rent

Grand Total 

Cost ofLiving Index Numbers.

MO R 12—lo

76-19 
49'27

381'18

/(W

690'88

/«)

700'36

184

1.024'55

too
1.576'23

154
1.587'29

155
------

- ----------

21'88 
38'02 
0'54

38'28
61 49 
0'77

38'28 
61'49 
0'77

60'44
100

100 54
166

100'54
166

16'04 
16'03 
20'99

24'46 
24'23 
30'38

24'89 
24'75 
30'92

53'06
100

79'07
149

80'56
152

113'02 194'40 194'40

100 172 172

1.251'07
1

1.950 24 1.S62 79

100 158 157



Articles •Jq'Z1914 1927

2 AFSltA

^^utton 
Milk 
Ghee 
Potatoes 
Onions 
Cocoanut oil 
All food articles 
''veightec 
average)

labour

The following table shows the •
July and August 1927 as compared S® , of • ' i- 
which is taken as 100. The levels^^ P^ce of

articles per standard (or railway) maund^ ^^^‘^ulated f^^ Jul ip

Increase 
(+) or 
decrease 
(~) of 
points in 
August 

1927 
over or 
below

i

100 138 138
100 133 133
100 133 131
100 134 134
100 153 157
100 154 158
100 180 180
100 160 160
100 194 200 FRahci

+
+

4
4

+ 6

The amount purchasable per ruoee wad i

28 wi: ‘"'k‘7"^ dS
Kice 28, Wheat 25, Jowan 24, Bairi ?S r

(refined) 44, Raw Sugar (gul) 37 Tea 50 37 Q
MJU8, Ghee 50, Pouioes 46. Onions 0^9

I he purchasing power of the rupee beincx r l
Its purchasing power in the month under annas in July 1914
all Items end 10 annas 4 pies foe food" “ '» 2 pV’t*;

= 100)

190

(65

ISO

(75

OfeTikMC

‘O FtR CttJT

I® PERCCNT 

|12PeR CCMT
Ji P>*gRctMT

Comparison with th^ p 
n of I ; •

L.tTediagfa- ‘bis page show, thecom 
jLftain other world centre, from the i ,

-aidering the position and movemeni "^*“11929^

The following are the sources of the Indev N„e. rn ii • ,
Gazette, (2) New Zealand—Census and Statistics Office U' Ministry of Labour
Monthly Bulletin of Union Statistics, (4) U S A—MonthI “ble),(3) South Airier-
Statistics, (5) All other countries-from theMini^X of I r Bureau of Ubor

iT'Vr-" M " Bo-bay) the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia. New Zejij

tUSo^'b Africa, France (Paris) and the United State, of America
1 he Labour Uftce also maintains a register wherein the Index Numbers for all countries for which 
hgures are available are recorded.
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Wholesale and Retail Pn
1. wholesale prices in BOMBAY

/ndex remains stationary

In July 1927, the index number of wholesal 
the .same as in the previous month. As comn fiomk
there was a fall of 2 points in the food group but^h f'’®vio^ -r/

no change. The general index number ia "?”-food 
peak (263) reached in August 1918 and ? ^'^lovv
monthly average of 1926. Pomts below the^

The index number for food-grains recorded f 
fall of 4 points in Cereals and I point in Pulses^ R* d
remained stationary, while all the other fnnd '• jowar! = Jwhea, by 5 points^ barley by 6 Poin", fe'"/ 

2 points y points and '
A rise of 7 points in gul was partially counterbal J 

in sugar (refined), and the index number for tk a fall of 4 .
by I point to 130. The "Other food %roond g^oupa>'"U

“rb“7 'C o' ‘“^■•meric

Under the non-food group, there was a rise of 5
of 2 points each in Cotton manufactures ;ind kf Points in Rfl.,, 
in Other raw and manufactured ’K««.and3f 3*^

Other textiles by 7 points and Metals by 6 2
the non-food group stood at 149. ‘ *ndex nurnberT^’

The subjoined table compares July 1927 '
preceding month and the corresponding month‘i™t'L'’''l, of 

li'holesalc Marliet Prices in Bombay * '

T~ - --- —------- °} J926
11 compared 

I with July 
' 1926

I

5even-monthly

Groups

All food ..

Oilseeds

Raw cotton ., 
Cotton manu

factures
8. Other textiles .
9. Hides and skins

10. Metals
11. Other raw and

manufactured 
articles

All non-food ,.

General Index No.

- 5

No. of 

Items

+ or — % 

compared 
with June 

1 1927

7 - 3
2 - 1
3 + 1
3 - 1

- 1

4 - 1
5 + 3

6 + 1
2 - 5
3 + 1

5 — T

4 4- 1
___

19

44

1

Groups

5*’® Juli

average

The diagram below shows the 
Numbers for Foods, Non-foods and^^all' 
market from September 1919. *

W'Ao/cm/c Price/n^exA’onX

in
■ «n the Bomb,'

•• Cereals i ir n
2-P“>ses i S

Sugar '02

4. Other food .J 95

Al) food ., 99

5. Oilseeds ,J

6. Raw cotton .. j 

!• Cotton manu-|

factures ..t

in & skins I
10. Metals
11. Other raw and { 

manufactur e d' 
articles

All non-food

General Index No.

> will be found on page 1144

100

100
120

»_Au MTnci.n 
___rooM

Nowrooas
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE INDEX NUMBERS OF WHOLESALE 

PRICES LN BOMBAY AND CALCUTTA

The diagram on this page shows the comparative movements of the 

index numbers of wholesale prices in Bombay and Calcutta. The index 

numbers for Calcutta are prepared by the Director-General of Commercui 

Intelligence under the Government of India.

The items included in the indices are 44 for Bombay and 71 for Calcutta. 
The groups included in the Calcutta index but excluded from that for 

Bombay are tea (3 items), oil (2 items), jute-raw (3 items), jute manufactures 

(4 items) and building materials (I item). There are no groups 
included m the Bombay list but excluded from the (Calcutta list. But the 

details of the different commodities differ. The method of constructing 

the index is the same m each case—the unweighted arithmetic average 
being used and certain important commodities being Indirectly weighted 
by securing quotations for more than one grade of such commodities. 
The diagram shows that the correlation between the two indices is direct 
but not perfect, i.e., the changes In the two curves are in the same direction 
but not to the same extent. The increase in prices over July 1914 was 
definitely lower in Calcutta than in Bombay though there was a tendency 
for the divergence to diminish In degree, and at the end of 1925 and in the 
beginning of 1926 the two curves temporarily crossed. From November 
1926 to February 1927 and in April 1927 prices in Bombay were on the 

same level as those in Calcutta.

The diagram is on an arilhmelic and not a logarithmic scale

ISO . 1 1

aso I
2tO '

210

200

190
J V - < X ' '-tv '

l»0
i; 1

170
J

V CALCUTTA

.iZJ 60
r

i - A' *

ISO
i*

140' "T~

tatjL!
s / ' * '

• too 1 » 1820

...

|'~TaSr~~L

COMPARISON WITH WHOLESALE PRKXS INDO MUMMTi » 

OTHER COUKTUES

The following diagram Illustrates the cemp*nti>t inc _•
Prices Index Numbers in five countries. The basa arc lU
other centres and July 1914 for Bombay The Jane Immic h

The sources of these five Index Numbers are .—Bombay, the Labour 
Office ; United Kingdom, the Board of Trade ; United States of America, 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics; France and Japan, Monthly Bullrtm 
of Statistics published by the League of Nations.

These Index Numbers and those for eight other countries will be found 
in a table at the end of the Goze/fe. The sources of information lor 
these eight other Index Numbers are :—Canada, the Oommion Bureau ol 
Statistics ; China (Shanghai), Ministry of Finance. Bureau of Maricta, 
Shanghai; Egypt (Cairo), Monthly Agricultural Statistics published 

' by the Statistical Department, Ministry of Finance; java (Batavia), 
the Director, Labour Office, Dutch East Indies (by letter); Australia, 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics published by the League of Nations; 
Norway, Sweden and Holland figures republished in '* I he Statist.

The Labour Office also keeps on record 20 other Index Numbers, 
including three privately published for the United Kingdom and three for 
the United States of America. The three privately published figures for 
the United Kingdom are those of the Statist, the Econormst and the 
London Times, and the three for the United States of America are thoae 
of Bradstreet, Prof. Irving Fisher and Dun.

k
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2. RETAIL PRICES OF FOOD IN BOMBAY

AriitU Clide Rite pel
Equiva 
lent in 

tolaa

•' July 

1914
June 1927 July 

1927

■ deert
192]

July

Aa. p. Aa. p. Aa. p. A.

Rice Rangoon Small-mill.. Paylee 208 5 10 7 II • 8 0 + 2

V' heat Piui Secini .. i t. 204 5 10 7 b 7 1 -t 1

Juwari Best Sholapuri i> 196 4 3 5 i S 8 4 1

Bajri ' Ghati . ■ it 208 4 7 6 0 6 0 + 1

Gram Delhi* .. .. IS8 4 4 6 4 6 2 + 1

Tuidal (2awnpore ..^ 208 5 II 9 4 9 4 + 3

Sugar (refined) Java, white ..' Seer .. 28 1 1 1 II 1 II + 0

Raw Sugar (Gul).. Sangh, middle <|uality „ i 28 1 2 1 10 1 II + 0

Tea Looee(3eylon, powder Lb. . 7 10 15 5 15 2 + 7

Salt Bombay, black .. Paylee 176 1 9 2 II 3 0 + 1

Beei 1 Lh. . 39 2 6 4 2 4 2 + 1

Mutton 1 39 3 0 6 5 6 8 + 3

Milk Medium .. Seer . 56 2 9 4 II 4 II + 2

Ghee Belgaum, Superior .. 28 1 1 13 7 13 II + 6

Potatoes Ordinary .. „ 28 0 8 1 0 1 1 + 0

Onions Na.ik .. .. . 28 0 3 0 6 0 6 + 0

Cocoanut oil Middle quality ..i 23 3 1 3 II 4 0 + 0

1914

Fergusson Road.
DeLisle Rood.
Suparibag—Suparibag Road. 
Chinchpokli—Parel Road. 
Grant Road.
Nal Bazaar—Sandhurst Road.

Municipal Markets. The number of quotations 
100. The prices are collected by the Investigators

/.
8.
9. 

10. 
11. 
12.

Collection ol rriwi.—The follnwins are lhe areas and streets in which price quotations are obtained for articles other 
than butcher's meat r-”

Dadai—Dadar Station Road. 
Kumbharwada—Kumbhanvada Road (North End). 
Saitan Chowki—Kumbharwada Road (South End). 
Elphinstone Road. 
Naigam—Naigain Cross Road and Development Chawls. 
Parel—Poibawdi.

The prices for mutton and beef are collected from the Central 
collected for each article during the month is, on an average, 
of the Labour Office.

The variations in prices during July 1927 as compared with the previous 
month were within narrow limits. Under food-grains, rice and wheat rose 
by 1 pie each per paylee, jowari recorded a rise of 3 pies per paylee while 
gram declined by 2 pies per paylee. The price of baj’ri and turdal remained 
the same. Amongst other food articles, salt advanced by 1 pie per paylee 
and mutton by 3 pies per lb. Raw sugar (gul), potatoes and cccoanut oil 
rose by I pie each per seer and ghee by 4 pies per seer. The price of tea 
was lower by 3 pies per lb.

As compared with July 1914, all articles show a rise in prices. Mutton 
IS more than double and onions are double the prewar price. Sugar 
(refined), tea, milk and ghee have risen by more than 75 per cent.; and raw 
sugar (gul), salt, beef and potatoes by more than 50 per cent. The rise in 
the prices of food-grains is between 30 and 60 per cent. The price of 
cocoanut oil is only 12 per cent, above its prewar level.

* The equivalent in tolas shown in column 4 relates to Punjab gram.

liu labour QAZnil

COMPARATIVE RETAIL PRICES
The following table compares the retail bad prius as KaracW A£- • va ,

Puoaa with those in Bombay in June aad Jafy W?
that the average retail price levels in all the cmuca acre kaba* ib

Jiase and July 1927 :—

Bumbjy prieci in June 1927 = 100

■c
1

.Aiticlci S '■% «
7

a
.■wW 5 4 1

E « £ i c T ( J .
cB «

< c/] -
e

<
1J

Cereals— 1 1 Cetaib-
Ri:e IOC 105 103 1 III II Rite MU VM

heat loc 77 i 91 109 UhtKI ..
Jowari 100 B2 92 t 11 91 Iman Itt 77
Bajn 100 87 99 11 97 barn MB V-

Average— 1 Avefiff—
Cereals .. 100 88 93 88 102 Cereals . ■ luu » ♦1

Pulses— Pulse.-
Gram 100 79 U 1 84 82 Gran 100 82
1 urdal ., 100 1 106 99 98 lie Turdal 100 *05

® 81
II 114

Average— i Avenge—
Pulses 100 93 88 91 96 Pulia 100 94 A *

Other articles LXher irbclcs
of food— of food-
Sugar (re- ! Sugar (re-

lined) ., 100 87 1 97 97 93 fmed) .. lU) » 91
Jagri (Gul) 100 71 ‘ 81 64 63 Jagn (Gul). 100 62 78 n 

« 65
1 Uk

Tea 100 101 1 101 116 107 Tea KU lOJ 14*3
Salt 100 60 69 106 79 Salt too 65 67 10) >1
Beef 100 103 37 33 70 Beei lOU 105 60 *Mutton .. 100 , 76 i 76 61 68 Muttm lOU 75 n
Milk 100 43 i 70 76 76 Milk 100 45 •>1 76Ghee 100 73 87 73 77 Ghee 100 74 tn ««71 n
Potatoes .. 100 : 60 39 70 39 Potatoes too to u
Onions .. 100 72 70 86 67 Oruons loo 91 I) * uCocoa nut 100 ■ 92 114 114 100 Cocoan ut 100 90 102 112 iiOil. Oil.

Average— Average—
Other articles Qther articles

of food .. 100 77 80 82 of frxid KM 79 79 M «
Average— Average—
All food AU food
articles . 100 81 85 84 articles . 100 Q D ** *.

Actual retail prices at these centres will be found among the mitcellaneou* tablet al (Ik cad ai ibr 
Gazette. The relative prices show a considerable difference al the differentoentret. AtiMpaMl 
with the previous month, the relative average lor all food articles advanced by I point at Ktf fn 
by 2 points at Sholapur and declined by I and 2 points respectively at Poona tad AbaadlML 
Referring back to July 1926, it is found that in relation to Bombay the average for all food ■tidMa 
lower by 4, 9, 3 and 6 points at Karachi, Ahmedabad, Sholapur and Poona respectively.

Of individual articles, the relative price of rice, wheat, jowari, mutton tndcocotnulad^aeaaal 
while that of tea, gram and potatoes increased at all the four molutsil centres. Both bqnadtaU 
declined at Karachi, were steady at Ahmedabad and advanced at Sholapur. The relalive prior of 
ghee was lower except at Sholapur. Sugar (relined)andgul registered a decrease at Karedn and 
Ahmedabad. Beef rose at Ahmedabad and Sholapur and was steady at the renaiaiBg twi_____
The relative price of salt and onions was higher but that of milk was statwriary al Katgtk wl 
Poona.
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S = Scanty.AEEreoialions

Rainfall Division

June J

\O f

-c!"a
- -c •“! C
— co — CM

<5;

1. Bombay Presidency

F S S s s
N N S S s E

2 Gujarat..................... S S N E N F
3 Deccan..................... N F E E N E
4 Konkan..................... F S N N E E

------— — — _ _
11. Madras Presidency 1

1 Malabar..................... E E F F s E
2 Deccan..................... SEES E E
3 Coast North............. SSn E E E
4 South East................. S N E E(E E
• —'—-------------- -_ I

III. Mysore....................... S F F F S E

IV. Hyderabad
— — i___

1 North....................... s F E E E N
1 2 South....................... SFE S E E
1 — —,—__ _ _
1 V. Central Provinces 1

1 Berar......................... S S F E 
S S F E

E 
F

E 
E2 West......................

3 East E N F

VI. Central India

1 West............
2 East..............

Vll. Bengal Presidency ..

Vlll, Assam

IX. Bihar & Orissa

1 Bihar................ . ..
2 Orissa..................
3 Chota Nagpur....

X. United Provinces

1 East.................. . ..
2 West....................

XI. Punjab

1 East & North
2 South West..
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‘“'IHsenee^l ,,
Industrial Di *'^>30

Disputes .n July

Al the end of this issue wi|,,
fogress during July 1927 *. found , .

L date when the dispute hl of e»rk
^d dispute.” i„

it i, here used tn that sense a
dispute, as counted by the Laho„ ^nony^J*”" of w<4 
Ing ten or more persons and of J inter' «nke
Peuiled stat'sta have been •'’'My-U h°'
,,^ch the Labour Office was ip^'^ *e Is, Aph|

Summary tables have been ‘
at a glance. Table I shows to shrt ■ l

July 1927, and working days lost "^^nitude^^
, , , ' ' 01 stnltcs in

‘—Industrial Dispute P,
------- -------------------- --------- by Trade.

petalled statistics have b(

dat

I

I

I

E S F S S 
E N F S F

XU. Northwest Frontier.! N S S S n

XIII. Rajputana 1“

' West........................S S E S S
2 East......................... S S S F F

XIV. Burma
’ ......................Enn f'.F

Upper......................E F F FlF

NOTK-
.1 in the c/icrf is a vcTiaiion from 80 to 120% of the true normal; " Excess " means more than 120% of
the norrnal ; Fair from 40 to 80 ; and " Scanty ** below 40% , The values are communicated by the Director
UCTCTfl/ o) Ubservatories, Simlo. Calculafion is made in his office on the sum of the rainfall readings for recording stations 
tn fne KamjaU Divisions, cxcluainx Hill Stations.

1 . ^cflAngs of levels of the Indus in Sind are communicated by the Indus River Commission, and the normal and 
deviations from the normal are calculated according to values for any given week ascertained from the P, W. D.

F F 
N S

E
S

Trade

^“"'ber of disputes inn, 

July 1927 '

Started 
in July Total

Number of A...
Worlrn...„L 

involved 

. '"all 
disputes ii 

progress in

July 1927

“i* « 

*odan| 
. ^dayaofiJl 

!" disputes in 

progress in

Textile

Transport 

Engineering 

Metal 

Miscellaneous

S F S S

F S N 
F SiE

During the month under review the number of industrial disputes was 
five, all of which occurred in textile mills. One of the disputes occunrd 

in Viramgaum, another in Chalisgaon, and the rest in Bombay. The 

number of workpeople involved in these dispute «,s Wi and tk 
number of working days lost (U, the number o workpeople mulnpl^ 

r.be number of working days, less workers replaced) was IUI8.
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Table 11 shows the causes and results of the disputes.

11—Industrial Disputes—Causes and Results, March 1927 to July 1927

—
March 

1927

April

1927

May

1927

June

1927
July 

1927

Number of strikes and 

lock-outs .. 7 4 6 6 5

Disputes in progress al
2 2beginning .. 1

3Fresh disputes begun 5 6 4 5

Disputes ended 6 4 4 6 5

Disputes in progress at end. 1 2

Number of workpeople

involved .. 1,521 1,738 3,479 578 * 5,271

Aggregate duration in

working days 5,987 3,298 29,688 694 14,218

Demands—

Pay 3 I 4 4 2

Bonus

Personal .. 4 2 2 i i
Leave and hours

Others i i 2

Results—

In favour of employees.,
"'2

1 2

Compromised i 1

2

1

3
i

In favour of employers.. 5 2 4

The last table shows, among other things, the proportion of strikes 
settled in favour of the employers, the employees, or compromised.

Ill—Industrial Disputes—Progress for last 12 months f

* This figure excludes the number of workpeople involved in the two disputes which ended on 

1st June 1927, causing no time loss during the month.

Month

Disputes 

in 

progress

Disputes n- t
1 • 1 UiSDutes Aggregate 

number of 

working days 

lost

Disputes Settled

which 
began 

during 

the 

month

ended 

during 

the 

month

In favour 

of 

employers 

(Per cent.)

In favour 

of 

employees 

(Per cent.)

Compro

mised 

(Per 

cent.)

August 1926 .. 7 7 7 22,457 86 14

September „ 3 3 3 3,558 100

October „ 7 7 7 14,358 86 14

November „ 4 4 3 3,094 67 33

December „ 2 1 2 1,251 50 50

January 1927 .. 5 5 4 16,507 100

February „ ! 4 3 2 775 50 50

March „ 7 5 6 5,987 83 17

April „ I 4 3 4 3,298 50 5u

May „
( 6

6 4 29,688 50 25 25

June „ 6 4 6 694 50 33 17

July ,, .. 5 5 5 14,218 80 20

t This table differs from the tables published till January 1927 in two respects. Firstly, the 

third and the fourth colurr nsare newly added, and secondly, the totals at the end have been omitted.
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jt may be of Interest to state that the highest peak (4,062,871)) m 
respect of the number of working days lost through strikes in this Preti- 
jency since April 1921 was reached in February 1924 whereat the 

lowest level (390) was reached in May 1924.

qENERAL review of disputes

The number of industrial disputes Involving stoppages of work reported 
gs beginning during the month of July 1927 was 5 as compared with 4 in 
the previous month. The total number of workpeople affected by these 
disputes was 5271 and the aggregate time loss amounted to 14,218 man- 
days. Two of these disputes arose over questions relating to wages, one 
over a question respecting the employment of particular persons and the 
remaining disputes were due to other causes. Settlements were effected 
in the case of all the disputes. Of these disputes, four ended in favour 
of the employers and the remaining dispute was compromised.

Pro§ress 0/ /nJiDiJuo/ Dispute

BOMBAY

Three disputes were in progress in Bombay during the month under 
review. One of these disputes occurred in the Toyo Podar cotton mill. 
The management of this mill dispensed with the services of 10 weavers 
for inefficiency on the 5th July. The other weavers numbering 352, 
resenting the action of the management, struck work after the recess on 
the same day and demanded the re-instatement of the dismissed men. 
They also complained of ill-treatment by the weaving-master. The 
manager met the strikers in the afternoon and promised to look into their 
grievances if they resumed work Immediately. The strikers, however, did 
not agree to this and dispersed quietly at 5-30 P.M. Next day a deputa
tion of 20 strikers waited on the manager who explained to them that 
it was not possible for him to re-engage the dismissed men. The strikers, 
therefore, went away quietly at 9-30 A.M. The management put up a 
notice stating that the outstanding wages of the strikers would be paid 
to them on the 8th. As a result, 40 strikers resumed work unconditionally 
at 10 A.M. Next morning 60 other strikers resumed work and 20 more 
in the afternoon. The management employed 240 new hands. About 
75 strikers became members of the Bombay Textile Labour Union, and 
two officials of this Union interviewed the manager with a view to getting 
the remaining strikers re-employed. As there were no vacancies, the 
manager promised to consider their case in connection with vacancies 
which might occur in future. The outstanding wages of the strikers 
were paid to them on the 8th and the mill worked with its full complement 
of weavers on the 9th. The strike thus ended in favour of the employers.

The second dispute took place in the Sir Shapurji Broacha Mills. The 
weavers on night-shift were paid their wages for the month of June 
1927 on the 7th July. On receiving their wages, 300 weavers did not
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resume work complaining that their wages had been reduced and demand
ing more wages for the month of June. The manager explained that 

their wages had been paid according to their output and that there was 
no reduction in the rates. This did not satisfy the strikers who, therefore, 
left the mill quietly at 9 P.M. Work was resumed unconditionally by 92 

strikers on the 8th and by 20 more on the 9th. There was no change in 
the situation till the 12th on which date the remaining strikers also 
resumed work and the strike ended. The result of this dispute was in 
favour of the employers.

The third dispute which occurred in the Swadeshi Mill at Kurla arose 
over the question of the infliction of fines for absence without leave. The 
mill was closed on the 10th July on account of a Hindu holiday. For 
two days in continuation of this holiday 124 workers absented themselves 
from work without permission. They were therefore fined Re. 1 each. 
As a protest against this fine, 191 workers struck work on the 14th. They 
also complained about the supply of bad raw cotton on account of which 
spinning could not be done well. In order to fill up the vacancies, the 
management obtained 50 new hands from Bombay. On the next day, 
120 additional workers joined the strikers, and 175 women operatives were 
thrown out of work as a result of the strike. The management brought 
in 100 additional new hands from Bombay. There was no change m the 
situation till the 18th when 23 strikers resumed work. On the 19th, the 
Secretary of the Bombay Textile Labour Union opened negotiations with 
the management with a view to ending the strike but met with little success. 
On the 20th, 1000 other workers joined the strike and the mill was closed 
from that day. The strikers met on the 22nd and resolved.to resume work 
if the fine was reduced to 2 annas per head. This the management agreed 
to do provided all the strikers resumed work. Work was accordingly 
resumed by all the strikers on the 23rd and the strike came to an end. 
This dispute ended in a compromise.

VIRAMGAUM

It is alleged that during the last four months the weavers in the Whittle 
and Maganlal Spinning and Weaving Mills were given damaged cloth 
amounting to Rs. 2462-4-0 in lieu of wages and were, in addition, fined 
to the extent of Rs. 1137-12-6. As a protest, 260 weavers struck work 
on the 21st July, and demanded that damaged cloth should not be given 
to them. Next day 138 strikers resumed work unconditionally. All 
the remaining strikers returned to work on the 23rd, and the strike came 
to an end. Th’s dispute ended in favour of the employers.

CHAUSGAON
The management of the Laxmi Narayan Mill notified their employees 

on the 1st .\pril 1927 that their compensatory allowances would be reduced 
from 621 per cent, to 40 per cent, in the case of permanent employees, and 
from 75 to 50 per cent, in the case of temporary hands with effect from the 
1st June 1927. The wages for the month of June were paid on this basis
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on the 2j>rd The workers demanded allowances at the old rale*
this was refused by the management, 500 struck work on the 24th Julv 

The agent of the mill met the leading strikers the next day and 
that owing to financial stringency it was not possible for him to tk 
old rates of allowances. He stated that those who were unwilling to 
resume work under the present conditions would be r-idofl. Fiftv 
five strikers thereupon resumed work immediately and the remainii^ 
strikers returned to work on the 26th. The result of this dispute was 
also m favour of the employers.

Prosecutions under the Indian Factories Act in 
the Bombay Presidency, July 1927

BOMBAY
The manager of a cotton mill was prosecuted under section 41 (a) 

for breach of section 26 for employing certain persons in the recess time. 
The manager was convicted and fined Rs. 25 in one case and Rs. 5 in 
each of five cases.

ahmedabad

The manager of a cotton mill was prosecuted under section 41 (/) for 
breach of section 18 (1) (c) read with Rule 36 for not providing " nip " 
guard on the calendar machine. The manager was convicted ani fined 
Rs. 25.

SHOLAPUR
A jobber m a cotton mill was prosecuted under section 41 fj) for breach 

of section 18 (1) read with Rule 33 (ii) whereby a person was injured. 
The jobber was convicted and fined Rs. 10.

<a»

Employment Situation in July 1927

THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
The sources of the statistics regarding absenteeism in the Textile 

Industry in the Bombay Presidency are the returns prepared and sent in 
by the various mills in the different centres of the Presidency every 
month. Returns were received from 121 or 81 ‘21 per cent, of the mills 
reported as working during the month of July 1927.

In Bombay City out of 79 mills which were working during the month, 
77 or 97 ’47 per cent, furnished returns. The supply of labour was 
reported as adequate by a large majority of the mills and the average 
absenteeism amounted to 8’36 per cent, as compared with 7’85 per cent, 
during June.

In Ahmedabad 59 mills were working during the month and 34 or 
57’63 per cent, furnished information. The absenteeism figure cannot 
however be given owing to unsettled conditions in the industry caused 
by the rains.

MO R 12—2
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THE ENG NEERING INDUSTRY

month. In the Marine Lines Reclamation Scheme absenteeism was 5

In the Karachi Port Trust both skilled and ordinary labour was

to 12'58 per cent.

amounted to O'40.

in the preceding month.

Bombay.

Labour News from Ahmedabad

THE LABOUR UNION

MO R 2--2a

were dismissed.

All the mills in Sholapur submitted returns and none of them reported

4t'C..

any shortage in the supply of labour. The average absenteeism amounted 

Only one of the two mills in Viramgaum furnished information. The
supply of labour was reported as adequate. The percentage absenteeism 

All the three mills in Broach furnished returns. Only one of them
repoited that the supply of labour was short of the demand. The 
average absenteeism amounted to 7 ’07 per cent, as against 9'08 per cent,

Taking the industry as a whole the supply of labour was adequate in
all the centres studied, whilst absenteeism decreased at all centres except

Qari showing the average percentage ahs^nteeism in the Colton Mill Industry in the Presidency

In the Engineering Industry in Bombay City the supply of labour was
adequate. The average absenteeism in representative engineering work- 
shops was 12'60 per cent, as against 14'59 per cent, in the previous

per cent, and in the Bombay Port Trust Docks it amounted to 12'79 per 
cent. The average absenteeism in the Chief Engineer s Department of
the Bombay Port Trust amounted to 8'50 per cent.

available in plenty and on an average 6'10 per cent, of the labourers
absented themselves from work during the month under review.

Workmen s Compensation
Details oj Compensation and Proceedings during July 1921 umhr 

Workmens Compensation Act {4c/ VIH oJ 192^,

This article contains the summary of compensation statistia tor tbs 
nth of July 1927. Information was furnished by all Commis^kysrii

in the Presidency and out of a total number of 37 cases
of during the month 31 were reported by the Workmen's Gunpenuti'?" 
Commissioner in Bombay. It must be remembered that these arc not the 

mbers of cases which came within the purview of the Courts of the
Commissioners but of cases actually disposed of. The gross amount of 
compensation awarded during the month amounted to Rs. 19.222-12-0 
jsagainst Rs. 24,307-8-0 in the previous month and Rs. 20.294-8-9 in July 
1926. Out of the 37 cases in which compensation was claimed, 12 were 
fatal accidents, one was of temporary disablement, two of permanent total
disablement and the remaining 22 of permanent partial disablement. No 
case of occupational disease has come up since January 1925. The number
of compensation cases in the textile industry amounted to 10 and in other
industries to 27. The corresponding figures for July 1926 were 19 and 36.

The total number of claimants for compensation in all the cases disposed 
of during the month was 37, all of whom were adult males.

Out of the cases disposed of during the month under review, 20 were
original claims and 17 registration of agreements. Compensation was 
awarded in 18 cases, agreements were registered In 17 cases and two cases

During the last month there were very heavy rams in Ahmedabad and
considerable distress prevailed in all parts of the city. Houses collapsed ;
streets and vast areas were flooded with water; communications were
disturbed and in some cases absolutely cut on. The mills had to be
closed for about four days and some even for a longer period. Being
poor, the labour population naturally suffered most.

It is difficult to estimate the extent of loss and damage suffered by the 
labour population ; but the following account may give some idea. The
extent of unemployment caused by damage to the structures of the mills
or their parts is not known ; however, it is believed that it is not very great.
According to the estimate of the Labour Union approximately 5800 work
men s tenements were destroyed—of these 2000 were proprietory, i^.,
belonged to the workmen themselves.

Labourers usually live by their daily wages; they have hardly any stock
of grain or other food supplies and little cash with them. In cases where 
bouses had fallen the residents had lost their clothes and all their 
belongings. Under these circumstances it was very necessary to help them;
the Labour Union, therefore, came to their aid with food, clothing and other
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every year.

AGENTS STATEMENT

1927,

that the true line of advance lies.’

AUG..

necessar es.

assistance.

as well.

They distributed food to about 27,000 workers and cloth!
to about 800. Four mill-agents also gave food and clothing to labourers’ 
Similarly other individuals and local bodies rendered considerabi

In order to be able to take proper steps for helping th

damaged in the areas to the north of Broach. The damafe hat been 
especially heavy in low-lying areas where whole fields have been compielel) 
washed away in certain sections of the Kaira. Ahmcdabad and ^oath

labourers in distress a special meeting of the representatives of the
Labour Union and some prominent people was held and it was
resolved that for purposes of relief work the localities where labourers
in distress lived should be divided into five circles, that committees
should be appointed for these five areas or divisions, that there should
be a principal committee and that necessary assistance in the form of
food and clothing should be given after studying individual cases and
wants. This relief work is still being continued.

Approximately 25,000 workers have been rendered homeless. The
housing problem has become very acute. The labourers require money
at cheap rates in order to be able to build or repair their houses. Building
materials have risen in price and there is a fear that rents may go up

A meeting of the representatives of the Labour Union resolved to carry
on a strong agitation for the amendment of municipal bye-laws so as to
prohibit the construction of weak and insanitary chawls. It also resolved
to take the necessary steps for preventing the rise of rents consequent
upon the destruction of so many houses in Ahmedabad.

Agricultural Outlook in the Presidency
The following summary of conditions in the Presidency during the

period ending 20th August 1927 has been supplied by the Director of
Agriculture.

The weather and crop reports received so far go to show that except in
two areas, the position regarding crops and rainfall in the Bombay Presi
dency is on the whole very satisfactory. The first of the two areas is the tract
comprising the whole of Gujarat north of Broach where owing to the very
excessive rains received in the last week of July very considerable damage
has been done to all crops. The second area lies m the south-east of the
Presidency and comprises roughly the eastern portions of Poona, Satara
and Dharwar and a large part of the Sholapur and Bijapur districts where,
owing to the deficiency of the rams, the position of the crops is far from
satisfactory. Excepting these two areas, however, the conditions are
almost ideal in most of the other parts of the Presidency. The actual
situation, as it appears at the present moment, in the different divisions
of the Bombay Presidency may be briefly summarised as follows ;—

Gujarat.—Very excessive rams were received in the last week of July
in a very large part of this division. These rains have been responsible
for heavy floods which have done very extensive damage to crops in almost
all areas north of Broach and also m a very large part of Kathiawar.
reported from Gujarat that at least fifty per cent, of cotton, a still larger 
proportion of sesamum, as much as ninety per cent, of tobacco and a very
considerable area under food crops have either been lost or very seriously

Districts. At a rough estimate, the probable loss of cotton crop in Gu/ani 
and Kathiawar is about 150,000 bales. Fortunately in many placet the
rains since the commencement of August have been only lieht and lha
has given the people an opportunity to resow their fields. This resowing
is now being done on a very extensive scale and the cultivators are every
where busy preparing their fields for sowing crops which are likely to be
suitable at this time of the season.

Konkan.—!•Since the submission of the last report, the rainfall in tbit
division has been generally satisfactory both as regards amount and
distribution with the result that all agricultural operations are proceeding
smoothly and the crops are showing a very healthy development alnuMt

Deccan and Karnatak-—The conditions in the west and centre of these
two divisions are, on the whole, satisfactory as a result of the favourable
weather conditions prevailing in these areas. In areas further cast, however.
comprising the south-east, Deccan, almost the whole of Bijapur and the
north-eastern portion of Dharwar, the rainfall received has been far short
of requirements with the result that the sowing of cotton has been hampered 
and the young crops are showing signs of distress owing to deficient
moisture. As, however, this is essentially a rahi or late crop area, the
deficiency of ram at this period need not cause any considerable
anxiety.

Considerable damage is being done both in the Deccan (especially in 
Nasik) and in the Karnatak by grasshoppers which have damaged and in
some cases destroyed the seedling Kharif crops.

Strike in Bombay Mills

The following statement is issued by the Agents of the Apollo and
Manchester Mills with reference to the strike :

This strike is apparently due to misapprehensions and the Agents
assert that there is no intention on the part of the Management of these
two mills to attempt either directly or indirectly to reduce wages. The
report of the Indian Tariff Board (Cotton Textile Industry Enquiry),

page 209 :
contains the following among other recommendations on

No. 45 ‘ The only alternative to a reduction in wages in the Bombay
Mill Industry is increased labour efficiency and it is in this direction

No. 49 An increase in the number of looms attended by a weaver
would tend to economy and give increased earnings to the weaver even
when accompanied by a slight reduction in rate.’

No. 52 ‘ Increased efficiency cannot be expected from operatives
unless they are provided with suitable raw material. The existing
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tendency to spin higher counts of yarn than the quality of the cotton 
warrants causes breakages and increases the work of the spinner and 
weaver.’
” With a view to meeting the intense competition from Japan on Grey 

Drills and Sheetings, the Agents of the E. D. Sassoon United Mills 
purchased the Hongkong Mills two years ago and renamed them the 
Manchester Mills with the definite intention of standardising labour in a 
manner similar to the method adopted in mills in other countries. To 
do this, it was necessary for the machinery to be completely renovated 
and a large amount of old machinery was scrapped and replaced by 
absolutely modern plant. The whole of the machinery not scrapped was 
completely overhauled, brought up-to-date and labour saving machinery 
was installed. The carding and spinning section of the mill at once 
adopted the idea of increased wages for increased work to the satisfaction 
of everybody concerned, as it resulted in increased production and 
better quality at reduced cost, at the same time increasing the wage per 
operative, although the number of operatives was slightly reduced.

GENESIS OF TROUBLE

In the weaving section, to commence with, the standard Bombay 
practice of 2 looms per weaver was followed until January last, when 
technical modifications and improvements made it possible for us to 
experiment with one weaver on four looms. More than half of the 
increased pay was allocated to the weaver, the remainder going to the 
mills, part of which was utilised in providing interest on the extra plant 
and payment of the extra assistance, the balance being used for a reduction 
in the cost of production. To assist the weaver Recommendation No. 52 
quoted above was carried out and better raw material was provided at 
the expense of the mills. The number of four loom weavers was gradually 
increased until last month, when 24 weavers were running 96 looms 
out of a total of 808 looms. The normal wage for a 2 loom weaver was 
Rs. 48 per month, while 4 loom weavers earned from Rs. 76 to Rs. 84 
on drills and Rs. 66 to Rs. 72 on sheetings.

“ On the 1 st of August, it was decided that instead of 4 looms to a weaver, 
we should adopt the system of 3 looms per weaver and the rate was adjusted 
so that instead of receiving Rs. 48 per month on 2 looms, a weaver would 
receive Rs. 60 per month on 3 looms. Three out of the twenty-four 4 loom 
weavers objected to being taken off 4 looms and placed on three, but they 
were persuaded to take 3 looms and 144 looms were started, requiring 48 
weavers. These continued to work satisfactorily, until brought out on 
strike in sympathy with the strikers at the Apollo Mills. The total number 
of men that would have been displaced by this experirr.ent is 24 but this 
mill suffers in a similar manner to other Bombay mills, in that thirty 
spare weavers are required daily for absentees and no person willing to 
work would have been displaced by the experiment.

NO HARDSHIP INVOLVED

“ Assurances were given to workpeople that in the event of any regular 
weaver not being able to find work at the Manchester Mill, employment 
would be found him on 2 looms at one of the Mills under the same Managing
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Agents. They were also requested in the interest of the Bombay mill 
industry to give the system a six months’ trial in order to ascertain the 
practicability of the Tariff Board’s recommendations or otherwise. This 
they refused to do and alleged that sickness would become prevalent if 
they had to work so hard, although it is interesting to note that they were 
willing to work on 3 looms, if a pro rala wage for 2 looms was given, 
namely Rs. 72 instead of Rs. 60. Examination of the mill books shows 
that the percentage of absenteeism was, if anything, less with 4 loom 
weavers than with 2 loom weavers and completely refutes the suggestion 
that sickness would result, if men had 3 or 4 looms to attend to. It is also 
interesting to note that with the alterations made, the shuttle is changed 
150 times per day on 3 looms whereas with 2 looms, 300 changes were 
necessary per day.

In the Apollo Mill the conditions are much the same as in the 
Manchester Mill, except that in this Mill experiments on 3 and 4 loom 
weavers have only been conducted since last month. The average wage 
for 2 loom weavers for last month in this Mill was Rs. 51 and the average 
pay for 3 loom weavers was Rs. 66. At this Mill also, assurances were 
given that the number of 3 loom weavers would be increased slowly and 
every regular weaver displaced, would be found work at another Mill in 
the event of work not being available at the Apollo Mill. The weavers at 
this Mill came out on strike on the 1 st and we immediately offered the option 
of working on the old system during August while the question of the 
adoption of 3 loom weaving on 168 looms for a six months’ trial was under 
discussion. This was also refused and weavers were offered their pay for 
the month of July, but this they refused to take. In both mills the Spinning 
section of the mill was stopped through inability to continue without 
weavers and as a result about 3000 workpeople are idle.

WORKERS’ CONTENTIONS

“ Two contentions by the weavers are as follows: Less pay is given 
pro rata. This of course is true as the whole idea of the Mill authorities 

and the recommendations of the Tariff Board is that the weaver should do 
more work for an increased wage, but unless the rate was reduced, there 

would be no money available to pay for the extra assistance given to the 
weaver, to permit of the running of three looms, nor would the cost of 

production m Bombay be reduced.

“ The second contention of the men is that sickness Insurance should 
be granted by the Mill authorities, but this request cannot be entertained 
at all as it is a problem that affects the country as a whole and not 
an individual mill.

“ Our desire is to give effect to the recommendations of the Tariff Board 
Report m reducing costs while at the same time giving increased remu
neration to labour and we can only regret that our first attempt to carry 
out a small experiment in this direction has met with such antipathy 
on the part of the weavers of the Manchester and Apollo Mills.” {From 
'Times of India, " Bombay, August 12, 1927.)
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Women in Industry
LOST TIME AMONG WOMEN WORKERS IN COTTO.N MILLS IN iS22

In the February 1927 Issue of the Monthly Lubor Review, Washington, 
there is an interesting article on the above subject based on the results of 
the survey of cotton mill workers made In 1923 by the United States 
Women’s Bureau. The enquiry related to 18 mills, employing 10,541 
persons of whom 41’2 per cent, were women. Attendance records 
covering the calendar year 1922 were copied from the mill pay-rolls, and 
in addition home visits were made to 2354 women. Reports as to causes 
of absence were secured from 2214 and as to reasons for leaving their 
last )ob from 1066.

The time lost was for the women 21 '9 per cent, and for the men 16’2 
per cent, of possible working time. The study further shows the relation 
between long working hours and lost time. It is seen that in mills with 
scheduled daily hours of less than 10, men and women combined lost 13 2 
percent, of their time, women lost 16’3 per cent, and men 10'6 per cent.; 
in mills with scheduled daily hours of 10 or more, men and women combined 
lost 21 '7 per cent, of their time, women lost 25’6 per cent, and men 19 2 

per cent.
The number and percentages of days the women lost, by specified causes, 

were as follows

Giuse
All Mills

Number Per cent.

Personal .. 
Mill Causes 
General ..

76,638
18,924

1,601

78'9
19-3
1-5

Total .. 97,163 100'00

Of the personal causes illness was by far the most important accounting 
for 23‘2 per cent, of the days lost. The time lost through mill causes 
over which the worker had no control accounted for nearly one-fifth of the 
total, while the time lost through such general causes as disputes, strikes, 
weather and the like accounted lor only 1 '8 per cent, of the total.

(a -......

Fatigue in Industry •
The first Summer School held under the auspices of the I.R.l. 

(International Association for the Study and Improvement of Human 
Relations and Conditions in Industry) has just completed Its week of 
meetings at Baveno, Italy (June 19th-25th.) The subject chosen for 
study was “ The Elimination of Unnecessary Fatigue in Industry ” and
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js the outcome of a discussion on the Human LirmrsM « < 
^{lieh took place at the meeting held the prestout hu»p 

gjgi-Scheidegg, Switzerland.

pr. Lillian M. Cilbreth, American consultlne engineer Mtd 
^de a special trip from the United States to luJy Io art as 
Ipf this School, and the speakers were leaders tn vartous Mdt ik*< h**.» 
to do with fatigue study. The entire group, lecturers said 
represented both sexes, coming from 15 nations, and with 
of education and experience.

A well balanced programme was presented by the tee Unutr 
Pr. Loriga of Rome and Mme. Thumen of Parts outlined lite hniusy -» 
work in this field, and furnished not only an account but an rtahsatson 
that was most significant. Dr. Lipmann of Berlin in twointurearKh m 

information presented graphically and clearly present day knowledge an 
the length of work and rest periods. This was supplemented bs leciuret 
from Dr. Vernon and Mr. Weston, both of the IndustiiaJ Fatigue 
Research Board, London, giving valuable and practicat informatKMi of 
work being done in attempting to eliminate the evil effwts of riUrmrs of 
temperature, dust, damp and eye strain. These four lectuirs with one 
by Mr. Piacitelli of the Barber Asphalt Co., U. S. A., showing apf^wa- 
tions of fatigue elimination in industry, and especially in teaching new 
work, served to give a good idea of the fatigue study of today.

The remaining three lectures, given by Professor Pear of Mancbn^er, 
England, indicated the relation of work to temperament and Io leff- 
expression. Professor Pear showed not only the underlying causes of 
much that has occurred, but suggested possible developments and 
stimulated the group to a new attack on the fundamental roots of fatigue.

As was to be expected from a group containing workers, nunagets, 
scientists, factory Inspectors, social workers, etc., the discussion was 
prolonged and interesting, the main points of which will be incorporated 
along with the papers in the forthcoming report of the School, which 
may be obtained from the Secretariat Headquarters of the Association 
at Goethestrasse 10, Zuerich, Switzerland.

The results of these meetings can hardly be estimated so soon after being 
held, but it seems certain that while fatigue cannot as yet be measured 
adequately. It is being better defined, and much is being done to prevent 
unnecessary fatigue and to stimulate recovery from such fatigue as is 
necessary. This Information is being collected and circulated, and 
valuable results to all concerned may be expected from its use, if it is 
sufficiently realised that modifications must be made to fit different 
needs.

The group unanimously agreed that more such Summer Schools should 
beundertaken. Next year brings the triennial Congress; butundoobiB^ 
a School on some related subject will be held in the summer of 1929, aace. 
under the direction of the I.R.l. which naturally stresses the univenal 
human side of Industry, an exchange of information and of view pttts 
from a group whose members are so varied and yet so co-operative, 
cannot fall to be of special value.
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Employment Exchanges and Unemployment 
Insurance in Greece

The Hellenic Government recently submitted to the Chamber a Bill for 
the establishment of employment exchanges and compulsory unemploy
ment insurance for employees, manual workers and domestic servants.

The object of the Bill is to apply the Draft Convention and the 
Recommendation (Washington, 1919) concerningunemployment, and to 
combat unemployment by means of better distribution of labour 
throughout the country, the re-education of persons belonging to over
crowded branches of Industry, the provision of various kinds of work 
for the unemployed and the grant of unemployment allowances up to a 
maximum of 50 per cent, of the wage for a period of eight weeks in 

the year.
The resources of the unemployment fund are to be supplied by an 

equal contribution from the employers and the workers and by a State 
contribution which will be conditional on improvement in the national 
economic situation. (From ‘ Industrial and Labour Information, ’ Geneva, 
July 25,1927.)

o-------  ©

(

The Remuneration of Labour

IMPROVEMENTS IN TWENTY YEARS

The results of the official inquiry into earnings recently published by the 
Ministry of Labour indicate that the average remuneration of all classes of 
manual workers, excluding those employed in agriculture, at the present 
time approximates very closely to 50s. a week. This figure covers both 
males and females and workers of all ages employed m industry as wage
earners. It does not include the pay of salaried employees or clerks, and 
shop assistants are also excluded. The amount quoted includes the effect 
of the reduced earnings of those workpeople who were on short time. It 
covers, in fact, the operatives who were at work for the whole or part of the 
weeks for which particulars were obtained, but no account has been taken 
of those who were totally unemployed in those weeks.

The particular value of this estimate lies in the fact that it enables a 
comparison to be made with the results of similar inquiries which were 
made in 1886 and 1906. From the results of the 1886 inquiry it is possible 
to arrive at an estimate for all industries, other than agriculture, of about 
20s. 6d. a week. For 1906 the figure is about 24s. 6d. There has thus 
been an increase of about 140 per cent, in average weekly earnings in the 
last 40 years, while in the last 20 years earnings have been rather more than 
doubled. So far as information is available as to the level of the cost of 
living at these dates, it indicates that the purchasing power of a week’s 
earnings is a little higher than it was in 1906 and appreciably higher than it 
was 20 years earlier.

In considering the increases of 100 and 140 per cent. in average earnings 
referred to above it is necessary to notice that only a part of the increases 
is accounted for by advances in the recognized rates of wages per hour or

fwlii

J
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per week for various occupations and industries. Since 1906, for example, 
rates of wages have risen by only about 75 per cent. The factors which 
account for the excess, however, are not measurable. There has, for 
example, been some change in the proportions of relatively high and low 
oaid workers; the percentage of piece-workers, who normally receive more 
than time-workers, has probably increased, while the proportion of juveniles 
has diminished, owing to the raising of the school-leaving age and the 
abolition of half-time working. There have been improvements in 
machinery which have tended to increase the earning capacityof the workers. 
Under this heading may be instanced the increased length of the mules 
introduced into the modern cotton-spinning mills in Lancashire. The 

effects of improved organization among the workers are also probably 
> reflected in the earnings figures. One of the results of organization has 

been the levelling up of the wages both of individual operatives and of 
workers in low-paid areas.

It is perhaps necessary to emphasize the fact that the increases in 
earnings referred to relate to over-all averages, and that the position varies 
considerably as between one industry and another. In the coalmining 
Industry, for example, the increase in earnings since 1906 is probably little 
more than 60 per cent. In the railway service, on the other hand, it is 
probably at least 150 per cent. A calculation recently published in the 
Economist showed thatin the unsheltered industries, as a whole, the increase 
in the average earnings of male workers between 1906 and 1924 amounted to 
95 per cent, and that for the sheltered industries to 140 per cent. These 
figures serve to show the extent of the diversity which exists. As trade 
improves the position in regard to earnings in the unsheltered Industries 
will tend to improve, while it is doubtful whether the workers in the more 
fortunate industries will be required to make many, if any, sacrifices. It 
may be anticipated, therefore, that, on the whole, average earnings over all 

« industries will show some increase, and that the 100 per cent, excess over 
1906 will tend to be raised.

A consideration of earnings would be Incomplete without some reference 
to other benefits which the worker of today enjoys, compared with the 
position 20 or 40 years ago. The latest figures available show that benefits 
paid out under the National Health Insurance scheme amount to about 
5626,000,000 a year, and those under the Unemployment Insurance Acts 
to nearly £45,000,000. Old-age pensions account for another £25,000,000 
a year, and this amount will be increased in future years both by the addition 
of a larger number of pensioners and by the payments to widows and 
orphans of insured workers. The health and unemployment benefits 
are equivalent to something like 2s. a week for all Insured workers. This 
benefit, together with the old-age and other pensions, is paid in return for 
a contribution which probably averages about half the amount. While it 
may not be strictly correct to add the equivalent of benefits to earnings, it 
is legitimate to assume that 20 or 40 years ago the worker had to provide tor 
sickness, unemployment, and old age out of his earnings. The effect is 
that the amount of earnings available for the necessities of life, amusements, 

‘ etc., today is appreciably more than double what it was in 1906.
Moreover, the average weekly earnings of 50s. are paid in respect of a 

week of between 47 and 48 hours, whereas the 20s. 6(1. in 1886 and the 24s.
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bd. in 1906 were paid for about 54^ hours. The worker thus earns very 
much more than double what he earned per hour in 1906, and has the benefit 
of seven or eight hours’additional leisure in the week. Arrangements 
have also been made in late years whereby the operatives in many industries 
receive payment for holidays, amounting in several instances to two weeks 
in the year. Other benefits, such as improvements in the amount of 
compensation for accidents, increased Interest on savings, and many others 
might be instanced. Sufficient has been said, however, to indicate that, 
whatever may be the circumstances m individual occupations or industries, 
there has, on the whole, been a marked improvement in the financial position 
of the manual workers in the past 20 years, and a still greater improvement 
compared with the '80 s. (From “ Times Trade and Engineering Supple
ment," London, June 25, 1927.)

(£»■■ ■■

New Unemployment Bill in Denmark
Among the Social Bills at present under discussion in the Danish 

Rigsdag, is a Bill to amend the Act concerning employment exchanges 
and unemployment insurance, Introduced by the Moderate-Liberal 
(agrarian) Government.

According to the memorandum accompanying the Bill, its chief object 
is to re-establish unemployment insurance on the actuarial basis on which 
it formerly rested, while at the same time alleviating the burden of the 
public unemployment funds, which Increased considerably during the 
last ten years, owing to various extensions enacted.

EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES

The Bill provides for an important re-organisation of the public employ
ment exchanges. It is proposed that instead of the 81 existing exchanges, 
which involve an annual expenditure of about 540,000 Kr., and the utility 
of which IS not considered proportionate to this cost, there should be one 
exchange in Copenhagen and one in each Province, or twenty-three in all. 
Each exchange should be managed by a director, who would work in 
close co-operation with the Employment Exchanges and Unemployment 
Insurance Board. The local branch exchanges would be closed, but the 
Joint Employment Exchange Section of the Labour Board would be 
maintained.

This re-organisation is expected to result in an annual economy of 
240,000 Kr. (80,000 Kr. for the State and 160,000 for the communes.)

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

With regard to unemployment insurance it IS proposed that the State 
and communal subsidies to approved unemployment funds should be 
reduced. Under the existing Act the State subsidy is equivalent to 35 
per cent, and the communal subsidy to 30 per cent, of the members’ contri
butions to the unemployment funds. The Bill proposes that the percentage 
should be fixed in relation to the average annual earnings in the trades 
concerned. For earnings not exceeding 1500 Kr. the State subsidy 
would be equal to 40 per cent, and the communal subsidy to 35 per cent.
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for earnings between 1500 Kr. and 2000 Kr. the percenUgo would hr n 
30 respectively, and would fall by 5 tor every increase of Kr. u* 

the annual earnings, subject, however, to a minimum percenUgr -4 I'J 
for the State and 5 for the communes in trades with anntaJ earning> u»cr 
4000 Kr. The average annual earnings in a trade would be calculated 
hy reference to the reports of the Statistical Department on wage* and 
to the statistics compiled by the Unemployment Board,

The new arrangement is estimated to result in a ‘■a,in? of about 
960,000 Kr. a year for the State, and of an equal amount for the 

communes.
The Bill further provides for the withdrawal of the special unemployment 

relief (continued benefit and additional benefit), which is paid under section 
3 of the present Act, in trades in which there is exceptional unemployment, 
one-third being borne by the communes and two-thirds by the Central 
Unemployment Fund. In future, the unemployment funds supported 
by public subsidies and by subsidies from the Central Unemployment 
Fund, discussed below, v/ould be bound so far as possible to provide for 
exceptional unemployment in their trades by increasing, for example, 
the number of days within 12 consecutive months during which benehl 
should be payable. The saving for the State and the commune* on 
this Item is estimated at 5,500,000 Kr.

The Central Unemployment Fund would be maintained, according to 
the Bill, but the State subsidy amounting to 10 percent, of the ordinary 
members contributions to the unemployment funds, at present I ’2 million 
Kr. a year, would be withdrawn. In addition, the employers’contributions 
to the Fund would be reduced from 5 Kr. per worker per annum to 
3 Kr. per worker per annum. Employers would no longer be compelled to 
contribute to the Fund in respect of persons they employ who. owing to 
the fact that an unemployment fund is not or cannot be set up for their 
trade, (e.g., fishermen, actors), are normally unable to claim unemployment 
benefit.

The proposed reduction and exemption are estimated to result in a 
saving to employers of a total of about 1 ’4 million Kr.

The Bill stipulates for a sliding scale of contributions by employer* 
according to the state of the Fund. When the reserves of the Central 
Unemployment Fund exceed 15 million Kr. the Minister of the Interior 
is to prescribe a general reduction in the employers’ contributions, but 
when the Fund has fallen to 10 million Kr. the contributions should be 
raised to the former rates.

The resources of the Fund are to be used partly in grants of annual 
subsidies to approved unemployment funds, partly to subsidise emergency 
works and training courses for the unemployed, and partly to grant 
loans to the unemployment funds during periods of exceptional unemploy
ment with a view to enabling them to meet their obligations.

The amount of the annual subsidy would be equal to one-third of the 
employers’ annual contributions to the Fund (or if the employers 
contribution is withdrawn, equal to the income of the Fund from interest 
on capital), but would not be allowed to exceed 10 per cent, of the total 
members’ contributions of all funds. This amount would be allocated to

)
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the funds in accordance with the ratios fixed annually for the allocation 

of the State subsidy.
The loans would be granted by the Minister of the Interior

Deductions from Wages or Payments in

recommendation of the Fund s Management Board (the Director, two 
employers and one representative of the unemployment funds) and would 

be advanced, only when there is exceptional unemployment in a trade, to

those funds which have exhausted or are likely shortly to exhaust their
reserves and which in the opinion of the Director are not in a position to
raise the means they require to meet their obligations under the rules by 
increasing their members’ contributions.

Subsidies to emergency works and courses of training for the
unemployed would be granted in accordance with regulations similar to
those already in force. The local emergency works committees would,
however, be dissolved, and the Labour Committee of the Ministry of the
Interior would become responsible for approving emergency works and

the conditions relating to them.
The Bill proposes no substantial change in the conditions governing the

payment of ordinary unemployment benefit by the approved unemploy
ment funds, but it Introduces certain minor amendments intended to
ensure that benefit is granted only when necessary and reasonable.
{From “ Industrial and Labour Information," Geneva, July 25, 1927.)

Social Insurance in France
The French Senate has passed social insurance legislation dealing with 

sickness, invalidity and old age. Insurance is made compulsory for all

unmarried wage-earners between the ages of 16 and 60, whether nationals 
or aliens, so long as their wages do not exceed 15,000 frs. per year ; if the 
worker supports a child under 16, or other relatives (father or mother), the

limit of compulsory insurance is raised to 18,000 frs. ; if he has two 
children, to 20,000 and so on, 2,000 frs. being added to the income limit
for each additional child, and no distinction being made between legitimate.
illegitimate and adopted children : if a family allowance is received, this
is not included in the wage maximum. Any French national is however
allowed the option of insuring, provided that he is not over 50, that his
wages do not exceed the limit given above, and that he can produce a
medical certificate to prove that he has no serious or chronic disease. In
addition to the contribution of the State, 10 per cent, of the wages of the
workers are to be deducted for insurance, 5 per cent, being paid by the
employer, and 5 per cent, by the worker. {From “ Press Reports of the
International Federation of Trade Unions," Amsterdam, July 21, 1927.}

Respect of Fines

Proposed Legislation by the Government of India

In the issue of the Labour Gazette lor April 1927, we published the 
Summary of the Report of the comprehensive enquiry conducted by the

Labour Office on the subject of Deductions from Wages or Payments in
respect of Fines in the Bombay Presidency, together with a copy of a
covering letter issued to various interested bodies and associations asking
for their views on the various questions raised in the circular letter of the
Government of India which was published in the issue of the Labour
Gazette for November 1926.

The following summary contains the classified views on the various
points discussed by the principal non-official organisations consulted

rrinciple of Fines

Bombay Textile Labour Union

Fines are an easy way of maintaining discipline; but their effect is short
lived. It is the considered opinion of the Committee of the Union that
discipline can be best maintained by efficient supervision and moral control
with the alternative of dismissal with proper and adequate safeguards as the 
last resort. It agrees with the evidence given before the Truck Committee
by several persons who had experience in the administration of Truck 
Acts that fines were not in any way reformative and had practically no 
Influence upon the character of offenders. Such influence as they had was 
of the moment only. The system did not lead to efficiency and did not

weed out the real offenders. Fines, therefore, fail in their purpose and
what is more, they leave a bad feeling behind them.

The Committee of the Union entirely agrees with the Minority Report 
of the British Truck Act Committee of 1906 when it says that “ by stimulat
ing a better system of control, a better selection of men and women for
responsible posts, a better supervision not only of human beings, but of
plant and materials and by ensuring a closer association of employers with
the management of their works, we believe the abolition of fines would be
an important contribution towards the development of national efficiency."
In England many firms have abandoned disciplinary fines and have achieved
at least as good, and often better results without their aid. In India too
there are some establishments, particularly some branches in the postal
and telegraph departments, where the system of fines does not exist and
these departments have not suffered either in discipline or efficiency. The
Committee therefore strongly advocates the abolition of fines altogether.
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Abmedabad Textile Labour Union

Owing to the particular circumstances under which Indian workmen are 
situated, the Union does not consider it advisable to advocate a wholesale 
legal ban on every system of fines, and it recognises the inadvisability of 
completely depriving the employers of their power to fine.

In an educated self-respecting community of workers, public opinion, 
reputation, reward, sense of fairness and desire to excel would effectively 
replace all modes of punishment as Incentives or motives for good 
work. In India, the workpeople’s standard of life and intelligence is 
rather low. The supervising staff must not beat, abuse or otherwise 
illtreat workmen. They should not dismiss workmen except in extreme 
cases and in the last resort. In these circumstances a wholesale legal ban on 
every system of fine cannot be advocated with reason. Whilst the in
advisability of completely depriving the employers of their power to fine is 
recognised, the Union is convinced that legislation should once for all 

purge this power of all traces of autocracy and arbitrariness.

Girni Kamgar Mabamandal

Although the majority of the members of our Union would welcome a 

total abolition of all fines—and it would not be human nature if it would be 
otherwise—my Committee after a very careful consideration of this 

question are of the opinion that it is necessary In view of the present 
condition of education in this country that employers should retain some 
active power in their hands wherewith to command discipline. In making 
this admission the Committee desire to emphasise that discipline should 

be maintained more by the force of moral control with the power of 
dismissal as a last resort in the case of worthless workers. My Committee 
know of an instance of a local mill where during the regime of an Indian 

Manager fining was seldom, if ever, resorted to for disciplinary purposes.

Central Labour Board

Though in our country, due to continual unemployment, want of skill 

and such other economic forces adversely governing the conditions of 
service, preference may be given by workers to fines only rather than to 
the alternatives of suspension or dismissals, yet it is for both the employer 
and the Government to determine whether such an impost is In its spirit 
essential and preferable. In Railway Workshops, Port Trusts and even 
in Government service, fines are indiscriminately imposed. There was 
recently a case where a Bhaya workman was fined Rs. 32 for one day’s 
overstayal of leave owing to the train from Lucknow where he had gone 
not arriving in time to put the man down in his workshop at the appointed 

time.

Social Service League, Bombay

Believing that discipline can best be maintained by adequate supervision 
and moral control with the alternative of dismissal in the last resort, it is 
not necessary to allow the employers to Inflict fines either for the purpose 
of maintaining discipline or for dealing with spoilt work. In Western 
countries many concerns of high standing and efficient management have
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no recourse to fines. The power to fine employees is the shortest way to 
Jisciphne and efficiency, but in the long run it proves the reverse of it. in 
that instead of proving a real deterrent, fines ultimately lead to corruption, 

injustice and discontent. When recourse to fines is open to the employers, 
their attention is diverted, except in the case of the few who are exceptionally 
enlightened, from the necessity of maintaining such efficient minagemefii 

as would dispense with the system of fines, and It is the firm conviction of 
the Committee of the League that without such efficient manap^^nt real 

industrial progress cannot be achieved.

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

Bombay European Textile Association

It Is considered that it Is necessary to impose fines for the purpose of 
maintaining discipline.

Suspension

labour interests

Bombay Textile Labour Union

The punishment of suspension is bad and indefensible. The Labour 

Office summary does not state for what kind of offences this punishment it 
meted out to the offenders. The Union is, therefore, unable to express any 

opinion as to whether this punishment is proportionate or not to the nature 
of the offence. But whatever the offence may be, the Committee takes 
very strong objection to and condemns the very nature of this punishment.

Social Service League, Bombay

The punishment of suspension is worse than punishment in the form of 
a fine. To suspend a workman from work for some days is to deprive 
him of a substantial amount of wages he would have otherwise earned, and 

also to subject him to a severer form of humiliation than that Involved in 
the infliction of a fine. This kind of punishment also produces a very bad 
effect from the moral point of view as the compulsory idleness Imposed 
upon the workman exposes him to undesirable temptations. Considered 
from this point of view suspension is much worse than dismissal. When 
a man is dismissed from service he has to find employment elsewhere and 
is therefore occupied in some way, while m the case of suspension he has 
only to wait till the period of suspension expires. On principle, therefore, 
this form of punishment is objectionable, and it may be reasonably doubted 
whether it can be justified even in the case of gross misconduct.

Dismissal

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union

The Committee of the Union Is of opinion that the punishment of 
dismissal with proper safeguards will remain the last resort where efficient 
supervision and moral control fail to have any effect. But it recognises 
that the power to dismiss, if not used with proper safeguards, is likely to

MO R 12—3
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cause the workers more harm than the power to fine. Machinery should be 
set up in each establishment with an adequate workers’ representation 
thereon through their organisations where they exist, which should be 
authorised to go Into the cases of dismissalsand find out whether they are 
justified by the nature of the offence and whether they have been used as a 
last resort and after supervision had failed to achieve its purpose. Definite 
rules should be framed for dismissals and adequate safeguards should be 
included therein. With these precautions the workers will not suffer more, 
or even as much as they do under the system of fines.

Necessity of Legislation

EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Bombay Chamber 0/ Commerce
In the opinion of the Committee of the Chamber the system of inflicting 

fines on industrial workers is not so prevalent as to constitute an evil of such 
proportions as to require penal legislation to deal with it. The Committee 
are emphatically against any action being taken. They consider that 
any isolated cases where illogical and harassing fines may be inflicted are 
confined to small factories whose management is inefficient.

Karachi Chamber of Commerce

From the information available it is not considered that the system of 
fining is so much abused as to require special legislation. The Committee 
however suggest that under the rules of the Factories Act it should be 
made compulsory for all factories to keep a record of fines with the reasons 
for their infliction. These records should be made available for inspection 
by the Factory Inspector. After a year, the Information so collected 
should be co-ordinated and the question of special legislation reconsidered. 
Should Government decide to move more rapidly in this matter, it is 
suggested that a further reference should be made so as to give those 
interested an opportunity of considering such legislation as is proposed.

Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay

The Committee have carefully considered the results of the comprehensive 
enquiry conducted by the Lafiour Office into the matter under reference 
which clearly showed that the system of inflicting fines on industrial 
workers was not so prevalent as to constitute an evil which would require 
penal legislation to deal with it. They do not see any necessity of action 
of the proposed nature.

Bombay Millowners’ Association

In the opening paragraph of the Government of India’s letter it Is 
correctly stated that the system of inflicting fines upon workmen is common 
in Indian industrial establishments, but the Committee of the Association 
are surprised to learn that it has been suggested in the Central Legislature, 
in the Press, and elsewhere that the prevailing system constitutes an evil 
of such proportions that steps should be taken to abolish the system
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together or to reduce it to such dimensions as to prevent abuse. This 
yiew, the Committee desire to point out, is altogether without foundahoo 
and could not possibly have emanated from well-informed quarters.

So far as the cotton textile Industry Is concerned, the existing system has 
^vorked very smoothly without causing discontent among the workpecpie, 
and any disturbance In this system by legislative enactments on the lines 
indicated In the Government of India’s letter Is sure to cause resentment 
among the operatives themselves. The committee of the Association 
earnestly trust that in view of the facts disclosed by the investigations 
made by the Labour Office and In view of what has been stated above. 
Government will desist from launching on any legislation on the lines 
of the English Truck Act or other legislative enactments In force in 
Western countries.

/Ihmedabad Millowners Association

In view of the fact that the system of Inflicting fines on Industrial 
workers does not constitute an evil of such proportion as to require any 
legislation, the Committee do not see any necessity for legislation In the 
matter. The Infliction of fines Is so small that It requires no other action.

Bombay Engineering Employers Federation

In Engineering workshops the fines inflicted are so small and to 
infrequent as to be almost negligible and the system is most certainly 
not so prevalent as to constitute an evil or to require penal legislation. It 
is not considered that any action whatever Is desirable or necessary.

Chairman, Bombay Port Trust

The system of Inflicting fines on Industrial workers Is not so prevalent 
as to constitute an evil of such proportions as to require penal legislation 
to deal with it; but, all amounts collected by the Infliction of fines should 
be credited to a special Fines Fund to be utilised for the benefit and welfare 
of the classes of workers from whom the fines are collected.

Karachi Port Trust

The system of inflicting fines is not considered to be so prevalent as to 
constitute an evil of such proportions as to require penal legislation to deal 
with It. If, however, the amount of fines Imposed In different establishments 
are reported at regular Intervals to the Factory Inspector or other Govern
ment department concerned, the situation could be carefully watched.

Municipal Commissioner, Bombay Municipality

“ I am not in a position to express any general opinion on the system of 
fines prevailing in factories............... Action may however be taken by
amending the Indian Factories Act so as to obtain powers to regulate the 
fining of servants or workers.”

Chief Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

From the statistics furnished it appears that the system of Inflicting fines 
on Industrial workers Is not so prevalent as to require penal legislation ; 
but legislation should be undertaken prescribing a maximum limit of
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fine, disposal of fines for welfare work, and for rules and regulations 
under which fines may be Imposed, etc.

Agent, B. B. & C. 1. Railway

The aims which the suggestions in the letter from the Government of 
India seek to attain are reflected in the policy obtaining in the administration 
of the B. B. & C. 1. Railway and in the practical results of its working. No 
action therefore seems to be necessary as far as railway administrations are 
concerned.

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union

Though the Committee is strongly of opinion that the system of fines 
both for discipline and bad or negligent work should be abolished by law, 
it is afraid that under the existing conditions and the capitalistic influence 
which pervades everywhere, its suggestions may not be accepted either 
by Government or by the Legislatures. The Committee, therefore, thinks 
it safer to make an alternative proposal that, if the fines are not altogether 
abolished by law, they should be at least controlled and regulated in such 
a way that they should not be a source of profit to the employers or a cause 
of burden to the employee. The Government of India have admitted 
in their letter of 25th June 1926 that the system of fines is liable to abuse 
and that it is more so where the workers are ignorant and have no strong 
trade union organisations to resist unfair imposts. The Committee there
fore urges upon the Government of India with all the emphasis at its 
command that if they are unable to agree to the total abolition of fines, 
they should at least take immediate steps to introduce legislation which will 
effectively control the system of fines and check its abuse.

From the information supplied by the Labour Office it is seen that the 
system of imposing fines obtains in all the textile mills, all the public utility 
establishments and offices of steamship lines, most of the municipalities, 
Government and other non-factory establishments and Government and 
Local Fund factories which supplied information. The number of concerns 
in which fines are inflicted seems small as compared with the number of 
concerns which sent the returns, but the Committee is of opinion that in 
such matters the criterion to decide whether the system of fines is general 
or not should be, not the number of concerns, but the number of persons 
employed in them. A factory employing 500C workers may have a 
system of fines and half a dozen other factories employing in all 1000 
workers may not have it. Here 5000 out of 6000 workers are subjected 
to the system of fines, and therefore the only conclusion that one can draw 
from these figures IS that the fines are imposed on a large majority of workers 
even though they are confined to one concern only. The Committee is 
thus of opinion that if the proportion of the numbers of the workers in 
those concerns in which fines are inflicted to the total number of persons 
employed in all the concerns which have sent the returns is taken into 
account, it will be seen that a vast majority of the workers in the Presidency 
come under the system of fines. Textile mills, railway workshops, port 
trust docks are some of the concerns in which a very large number of
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workers are employed and in all of them, according to the Summary of the 
Labour Office, the system of fines prevails. Therefore the extent of fines 
is indeed much wider than what is shown by the number of concerns and 
is one which calls for the serious attention of Government.

(The criticisms made above by the Bombay Textile Labour Union are sound. It was not possible 
however to give comparative figures of the type indicated by the Union because all the schedules 
returned for the enquiry did not give the number of workpeople employed In the different concerns 
covered. In many cases where statistics of fines were given, the numbers of workers were not staled 
and vice Versa. Since receiving the letterof the Union a special tabulation has been made in connec
tion with thi.s matter In respect of all concerns which gave the number of workpeople employed and 
which stated whether fines were Inflicted or not. The results of this tabulation show that the system 
of fining prevails in concerns employing about 300,000 workers as against the non-prevalence of the 
system in concerns covering 25,675 workers. These figures however cannot be published owing to 
the fact that the majority of the concerns which fined gave the numbers of workpeople employed 
whereas most of the concerns in which the system of fining does not exist returned the schedules 
blank. However. It is believed that the Union are correct when they say that the system of fining 
covers the majority of workers of all classes in the Bombay Presidency.................... Officer-in-charge,
Labour Office.)

The summary of the report of the Labour Office enquiry gives figures 
for the average incidence of fining for different kinds of offences and 
percentages of fines inflicted to the total wages bill. The Union is unable 
to accept these figures and the calculations based thereon as accurate and 
it feels that they are misleading for many reasons. In the first place, the 
imposition of fines inflicted during the period of enquiry may be less than 
that in a normal period and, therefore, the averages based on such figures 
are bound to be less. Secondly, the Labour Office could not ascertain 
whether complete and accurate figureshad been given by all the mills who 
sent in the returns. Nor was It possible for it to check and verify the figures 
submitted by them. Thirdly, there are certain types of punishments in 
the nature of fines the money value of which could not have found a place 
in the account books of the mills and, therefore, they could not have been 
taken into account in preparing the tables of the summary and striking the 
averages. For example, take the punishment of suspension. The loss 
sustained by the worker, which is bound to vary according to the period of 
suspension, cannot possibly find a place in terms of its money value in the 
mill books, and therefore cannot have been taken into account. With
holding and forfeiture of wages are fines prescribed for some offences; 
but they are not credited in the mill accounts under “fines” but under 
"unclaimed wages.” Similar is the case as regards fines for lateness and 
non-attendance. The Committee is not aware that the full wages of the 
worker for the day or days on which he comes late are written in the pay 
sheets and then the part of them for the period of lateness are deducted 
and credited to the fines column. If this procedure is followed, then only 
deductions for lateness can be found under the fines head. In the case of 
“Double Khada” the worker maybe marked absent for the days of his non- 
attendance plus an equal number of additional days out of the days on 
which he was present and he may be paid for the rest of the period. In all 
these cases, the deductions in terms of their money value have not been 
included in the schedules or the summary. Fourthly, in the case of 
spoilt cloth handed over to the worker, the loss suffered by the worker 
has not been taken into account on the ground that this loss could not be 
ascertained. For all these reasons, the figures given in the schedules of the
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summary are faulty and misleading and cannot be taken as a true index of 
the real extent to which the workers suffer on account of fines.

(The Labour Office is unable to accept tbe statement made by the Union to the effect that the 
imposition of fines inflicted during the period of enquiry rnight have been less than in a normal 
period. The reason advanced by the Union for making this assertion is that employers in the textile 
industry in Bombay city could not have resorted to fining, during the first few months of the year 1926, 
to such an extent as they ordinarily would during a normal period, as there must have been 
intensive production after the general strike of the year 1925 lasting over three months and a 
tendency to irritate the workers as little as possible by the Imposition of fines. Mr. Rowland 
Barran, M.P. of Messrs. John Barran & Sons, Ltd., Leeds, in giving evidence before the 
Truck Committee of 1906-08, said that in the two years 1902 and 1903 which were very busy 
years in England the workhands were earning good wages and it was impossible to get them to the 
factory punctually. These were the heaviest years for fines principally on account of lateness in 
attendance. There was further evidence produced that excessive fining is particularly associated 
with more intensive production. The Labour Office has compiled a statement of the production 
of yarn and cloth in the textile mills in Bombay city for the first four months of the years 1923, 
1925,1926 and 1927 in order to examine whether there was more intensified production in the first 
four months of the year 1926. The following is a summary of this statement:—

—

Production in pounds during the first four 
months of the year

1923 1925 1926 1927

(000 omi tted)

Yarn 
Woven goods

.. 109.552
58,690

116,721
71,069

113,299
74,656

114,216
88,739

An examination of the above figures shows that with the exception of the production of woven 
goods in 1923, there was no greater production in the first few months of the year 1926 than in 
the otheryears considered. Figures for 1924 were not compiled as the general strike on the Bonus 
Dispute occurred at the beginning of that year.

With regard to the question of the accuracy of the information furnished in the schedules for the 
enquiry it has already been stated in the Report that the results of the enquiry have been given on the 
assumption that the information supplied by employers was correct.

With reference to the question of the figures given for total amounts of fines inflicted it is necessary 
to emphasise that these figures represent actual deductions from wages in respect of fines and that 
these figures take no account of forfeitures and withholding of wages, etc.,—points which were not 
covered by the enquiry statistically.

The question with regard to the handing over of spoilt material to the worker concerned has been 
fully dealt with in the Report and full statistics have been given on the information available.

The Labour Office admits that its enquiry was limited in character in several respects, but it does 
not admit that the statistical tables in the summary are faulty and misleading....................... Officer-in-
Charge, Labour Office.)

The necessity for legislation prohibiting or regularising the system of 
fines can be determined by (1) the extent to which it obtains in different 
establishments ; (2) by the nature of offences for which fines are inflicted 
and of punishments ; and (3) by the amount of fines levied on the workers. 
The various comments made by the Union on the several points comprised 
under the second head have been dealt with seriatim under the separate 
points discussed. The conclusions that the Union has reached with regard 
to the necessity for legislation are as follows :—

(1) That a vast majority of the industrial workers in tbe Bombay Presi
dency come under the system of fines ;

(2) That there are contracts between the employers and tbe employees 
containing the terms of the latter’s employment; but for reasons given 
they are practically null and void ;
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(3) That the terms in the contracts are onesided and arbitrary and 
(hey place in the hands of the managers very wide powers without any 
restrictions ;

(4) That the power to fine is exercised in actual practice even by jobbers, 
head-jobbers, mukadams, etc.;

(5) That there is no limit prescribed for the maximum amount of fines;
(6) That more than one punishment of varying seventy is prescribed 

for the same offence and the mill authorities have the widest discretion in 
deciding which acts of the workers come under breaches of discipline, 
insubordination and disobedience;

(7) That there are some fines such as “double khada,” suspension and 
forfeiture of wages which are both morally and legally indefensible ;

(8) That deductions made for bad or negligent work are not, in all 
cases, corrective fines but they are compensatory;

(9) That the workers who are given spoilt cloth suffer much more than 
is shown in the summary of the Report of the Labour Office enquiry;

(10) That the figures and averages of fines given in the summary are 
misleading. They fail to give a correct idea about extent and incidence 
of fines owing to the fact that several factors such as forfeiture of wages, 
withholding of wages, loss of wages due to absence, etc., have not been 
considered or provided for in ascertaining the final averages.

The Committee of the Union is therefore emphatically of the opinion 
that the system of inflicting fines on industrial workers is so prevalent as 
to constitute an evil of such proportion as to require penal legislation to 
deal with it. It is further of opinion that this legislation should be 
taken in hand as soon as possible.

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union

Proper and humane conditions of work in industrial establishments 
depend very largely on the strength and knowledge of the employees on 
the one band, and the humanity and sense of justice of the employers on 
the other. But in the present state of workmen’s organisations and 
employers’ enlightenment in this country, the protection afforded by 
collective bargaining is far more precarious than in the advanced countries 
of the West. Even in those European and American industries in which 
the workpeople have set up for themselves a sound, strong end almost 
perfect organisation. Government have to step in to draw a ring of safety 
round such relations between employers and employees as are likely to 
give rise to grave evils if left in an unregulated condition. The state in 
India will find many more occasions for interference. It would be called 
upon to invest with legislative security many matters which are today 
governed by custom, caprice or contract. The question of fines, for
feitures and deductions is a glaring Instance of this kind.

“We have at this moment on our list of pending complaints no less than 
a score which relate to unjust penalties of this nature. One of them is 
worth citing. A spinning master imposed on more than half a dozen men 
a fine of Re. 1 per head for approaching the Agent in connection with a 
complaintwhichwaseventuallydecided m the men’s favour. Thegrounds

LABOUR GAZETTE Illi
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of punishment in other cases are nearly as flimsy as in this. There is no 
doubt in our mind as to the acute need of immediate legislation on the 
subject of fines and deductions.

Girni Kamgar Mabamandal
After a careful consideration of the material made available in the sum

mary of the Labour Office Report the Committee of the Union have arrived 
at the conclusion that the system of inflicting fines on industrial workers 
in the Bombay Presidency is so prevalent as to constitute an evil of such 
proportions as to require penal legislation to deal with it. In this connec
tion it is necessary to state that the figures for the averages which have been 
worked out by the Labour Office do not afford sufficient proof that the 
system of fining in the Bombay Presidency is not abused, inasmuch as it is 
impossible, on a consideration of totals, to state definitely, one way or the 
other, whether excessive fining is or is not resorted to in many Individual 
instances. In view of the fact that the executive of the Girni Kamgar 
Mahamandal is composed entirely of actual workers in the cotton mill 
industry each of whom has had several years of experience with regard to 
the systems of fining and discipline that obtain in the different mills in 
Bombay city, the Committee know of instances where excessive punish
ments have been Inflicted on the flimsiest groundsand where the untram
melled and uncontrolled power of punishment which is left in the hands 
of the employers has been abused to a considerable extent. The necessity 
for legislation for the control of fines should not be determined only with 
regard to the question of the extent to which the system is abused, but also 
with regard to the several details in connection with its administration, 
i.e., power of fining, limit of fining, utilisation of fines, etc. These points 
are dealt with under separate headings.

Central Labour Soard
The extent of the practice of deducting wages from payments or imposing 

fines exercised in industrial concerns by the employers is indeed great and 
their powers are in this respect unlimited. Steps are required to be taken 
to minimise the evil of the system as far as possible or to abolish the 
system altogether.

The misfortune is further aggravated by the employer who Imposes 
fines acting both as prosecutor and judge. Under the present conditions 
as a result of want of organisation among the men, such injustices and 
inequities are not detected. The system of victimization is so powerful 
that even though workers may be literate only minor results can be achieved 
in fighting against unfair imposts. In the whole machinery of labour 
administration the greatest weakness lies in the persistence with which 
men are and can be victimized by petty subordinates. No legislative 
measure has as yet been enacted against victimization. Even the Trade 
Unions cannot make much headway against it and the Unions’ incapability 
to withstand it has adversely affected their membership.

The Unions affiliated to the Central Labour Board are of opinion that 
workers’ committees should be enforced in every industrial factory by law. 
To these committees the differences between the employers and the em
ployees should be submitted with reference to the desirability or otherwise
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effecting deductions in payments which should be the final condition 
gfter all reformative measures have been exhausted for the correction of 
^vorkers faults. As far as possible the employers and the employees should 
[je given facilities to settle their differences among themselves. Any 
interference by legislation when a dispute has actually arisen does not 
l^elp much nor is the assistance of a permanent character.

Law has its limitations and it is therefore suggested that even if some 
legislation were introduced it may be done on such lines as will determine 
(he necessary Interference of the Joint Councils of representatives of 
employers and employees.

Social Service League, Bombay

The Committee of the League is of opinion that the system of inflicting 
fines on industrial workers is so prevalent as to constitute an evil of such 
proportions as to require penal legislation to deal with it. The results of 
the enquiry carried out by the Labour Office prove the existence of the 
evil to such an extent that it can no longer be ignored. Moreover, there 
are establishments which have failed to reply, and it may be surmised that 
though a few of them may have done so through negligence or indifference 
the majority avoided the task for fear of exposure, and therefore the 
conditions prevailing in these establishments may be taken as far worse 
than those obtaining in the concerns which have taken the trouble to send 
the required information.

(The assumption made by the League in the last sentence of the above note necessitate! 
qualification. This may be correct to a certain degree, but an examination of the returns shows 

that the greater majority of the larger organisations and concerns in all industries furnished 

returns—Officer-in-Charge, Labour Office.)

Even supposing that it is necessary in the interest of discipline and 
careful work that the employer should possess some power to Inflict fines, 
it is quite plain that such power should not be unrestricted and that the 
workmen should not be left at the mercy of their immediate superiors 
whose recommendations for fines are generally accepted without question 
by the manager or the owner. The results of the enquiry leave no doubt 
as to the necessity of affording legal protection to the workers in the 
matter of deductions from their wages.

If the system of fines and other deductions is not to be altogether 
abolished, it is recommended that legislation be framed providing such 
restrictions and conditions on the system as would prevent it from being 
either a source of profit to the employer or a cause of Improper or harsh 
treatment to the workers. The main suggestions made by the majority 
of the English Truck Committee of 1906-08 as stated in the circular letter 
of the Government of India should be adopted as the basis of the Indian 
Truck Act.

Kamgar Hitwardhak Sabha

The Committee of the Sabha is unanimous in thinking that the system 
of inflicting fines on industrial workers is so prevalent as to constitute an 
evil of such proportions as to require penal legislation for its prevention.
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cases, be reasonable and the question of reasonableness should be 
decided and determined by the inspecting authority to whom the list of 
fines is sent for approval,

ALC f'j'J

the trade and should be met as such." For all these rcasom the ComsHtlM

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union

In the Ahmedabad textile mills fines for bad work are confined

f he Gmirnittee of the Kamgar Hitwardhak Sabha i> sanguine that tb 
Government of India will take the matter in hand and get legislation pasted 
early m that the workeft will be protected from arbitrary. inequitaf^U 
and unfair deductions of wages.

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

Bombay European Textile Aiwciation

The Association's proposals for legislation have been dealt with under 
each of the several points covered. No definite opinion has been expressed 
on the necessity for legislation but the inference that can be drawn from 
their letter is that they consider legislation to be necessary.

Fines for Breaches of Discipline

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union

1 he Labour Office summary states that fines are inflicted for breaches 
of discipline, insubordination, disobedience, bad or negligent work, lou 
of or damage to tools or machinery, etc., and that lateness and non-attend
ance are also fined. “ Discipline ” not being defined in the mill rules, 
any act on the part of the worker to which the mill authorities take an 
objection or which is disagreeable to them, may come under the category of 
discipline and the worker may be fined according to the discretion of the 
mill authorities. Discipline, insubordination and disobedience are too 
wide terms and the Union knows from experience that even petty quarrels 
between workers are brought under one of these terms and they are either 
fined or even dismissed. In the opinion of the committee widest discretion 
is given to the mill authorities to determine the nature of offences and also 
of punishments in so far as fines for breaches of discipline are concerned. 
The summary of the enquiry does not state whether, before fining the 
worker, proper enquiries are made as to whether he was really at fault, and, 
if so, whether the fine imposed on him is not disproportionate to the nature 
of the offence. So far as the information of the committee goes, in most 
of the mills no such enquiries are made, and even if the worker carries 
his complaint to the higher authorities, the recommendation of the petty 

officials IS generally held as the final word on the subject.

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union

The workman is at the mercy of the whims and fancies of an unfair and
Inconsiderate employer who enjoys an unlimited power to fine. The law 
should rectify this defect by providing a precise and exhaustive schedule
of offences outside the scope of which any imposition of fine should be
made a penal offence.

Girni Kamsar Mahamandal

There should be a complete list of all the offences for which fines may be
inflicted and the amounts of fines in each case. The fines should, in all

It » not sufficient to state dial fines wj U issfirswf be fc _ ______

jjBtiplme, intubordinahesi at aMsfiefisstssir n » dnsd- 

.hat acts or omissions o«> the part W the worfier* ccans

Fines for Bad and Nefltfenl

l»OLR INTERESTS

Bnohay Textile Labour Union

The Labour Office summary stales tftst ‘ dedvr’ enwwjt n 
respect of actual fines for bad or neghgmt w«r»d-> SSt IK

sustained by the employer with regard h> t^ spa<tt v. «
oat appear to be, in most cases, fiona fine* m^teted » , — 
The Gimmittee does not accept this sUteiaeat aisd stales t ,, 
that fines inflicted for bad and neftigeat work ta (Jw Be 

got corrective fines but compensatory fines, la this coahrtir** tb Cmhi 
puttee agrees with the following opinion of the.MmantyRr^c^ .?i^ Irwi 

.Act G>mmittee:—" The recognition of bad work as a suh*(ci tardwtHaat. 
and the consequent inclusion of its penalties aaaonf fines.duaswdaiMMsfi 

or even touch the dangers of the system. Those dangrii haw hsa liMslr 

established by the evidence and are acknowledged ta the tepon Ve da 

pot labour them ; but we point out that an emplujer ns> as 

attribute to the carelessness of the worker- (often pewrrlrss to Lnag 

rebutting proof) a fault in fact due to some defect w fin <>*« pUat ar 

materials, and may as successfully penalise him under one tysUn as landss 

the other. The deduction for bad work becomes the diaaphoat> tusr irt 
carelessness ; a worker, helpless in one case, is helpicu m il< ixhrr 
Wnere the fault is in fact one of carelessncM aitd its repetnsanis ttartiwssd. 
stronger measures, in our opinion, would sene best tlw lasUag lAtciosI 
of both worker and employer."

The dangers referred to in the above quotation are (he - tnini liiffinilij 

in finding out whether the pieces were spoilt owing to (hr woikrr s 
negligence, defective machinery or bad raw material and (hr employm 
tendency to decide such cases in their own favour, The .MatontyRrporl 

also emphasises the point that" it is impossible to avoid mistakn. The best 

worker will have moments of forgetfulness or inattention, it does not seeoi 

either fair to the workman or necessary in the interests of llw csnploycn* 

business that lapses of this kind should be penalised. They are a rwkof

of the Union strongly advocate the abolition of fines for bad and

work. If fines for bad and negligent work are retained, compcmiM^ 
deductions either for spoilt goods or damage to materials should be (wd** 

bited and all deductions in this behalf should be in the nature of diicipfiMfy
or corrective fines. The legislation of Holland and Poland follow iIm rds.

exclusively to the weaving department where they are inflicted oa a Mfi
scale and in an injudicious manner. They bring in alargereveaae br the 

mills and cause much discontent among the workmen. GmsidtiMg haw
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vital to the mills is their reputation for the quality of their goods and how 
obvious and strong is the temptation for a workman to increase production 
at the expense of quality, it appears necessary that the employer should 
retain the power to fine for damaged cloth under suitable safeguards. 
Damage to cloth may arise from negligence and lack of skill on the part of 
the worker. It may be due also to many other factors, chief of them being 
the defects in yarn introduced in one or more of the preparatory processes, 
e.g., spinning, winding, warping, sizing, drawing, etc. If fines be levied 
without regard to this distinction, without determining the extent of 
responsibility of a particular operative, without reference to a predefined 
standard of quality, and without keeping some proportion between the 
degree of offence and the amount of fine, they would certainly fail to 
discourage bad and negligent work. This is what is happening now in 
most of the local mills.

All fines for bad and negligent work should be purely disciplinary. 
There should be no attempt to make it a method of recovering damages 
for loss to the employers.

Girni Kamgar Mahamandal

The experience of the members of the Committee shows that in most 
cases fines are inflicted in a very haphazard and unsatisfactory manner. 
No provision is made or consideration given to the fact whether the material 
was damaged by the actual carelessness or negligence of the worker or 
whether the damage for which a worker is punished was due either to 
defective machinery or to some technical defects in the materials used 
due to bad work in preparatory processes. The majority of Indian workers 
are not fully conversant with the technical details in connection with the 
processes of manufacture and they often subject themselves to .fines and 
punishments which they would not in most cases be entitled to on account 
of the fact that they are not able to state definitely whether the mistake 
complained of was due to their ov/n negligence or carelessness or whether 
it was due to some defect in the machinery or material.

Central Labour Board

The idea of imposing fines upon workmen is condemned except in 
cases where it is proved by enquiry held in Joint Councils of the employers 
and employees that they were deliberately negligent, deliberately dis
obedient and deliberately wrong-minded towards the employers. Faults 
resulting from work done with inefficiency or Ignorance do not deserve 
punishment by way of fine for there is no conscious guilt. To quote an 
instance to the point, millhands are fined on account of yarn being spoiled 
or pieces of cloth torn which are given back to the helpless workers to sell 
tor themselves and the actual bazar prices are deducted from their wages.

Social Service League, Bombay

This question is a very complicated one and the Committee is afraid 
that the real magnitude of the evil cannot be adequately understood from 
the information available. It may be contended that the employer should 
not be compelled in all cases to pay wages to his employee for work which is 
valueless to him, nor can he in fairness be expected to pay him for inferior
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work at the same rate as for good work. At the same time it mutt he 
femembered that it is humanly impossible always to do perfect work, that 
sometimes the damage caused is due to causes not within the control of 
(he workman, that not infrequently the damage is due to faults in the 
machinery or materials, or to the fault of the jobber or supervisor, and 
(hat if the employer engages inexperienced hands for work for which they 
are not fully competent, the risk should be the employer's, not the worker's. 
In view of this it is the considered opinion of the Committee of the League 
(hat if the system of fines is not to be altogether abolished the employer 
should be allowed to deal with cases of careless or negligent work only in 
the same way and under the same conditions as he will be allowed to deal 
with breaches of discipline. Deductions for damage to articles during 
manufacture should be treated as corrective or disciplinary fines and not 
as compensatory ones. The deductions on this account should cease to 
be a method by which the employer may recoup the loss he has sustained 
through the worker’s fault.

It must be remembered that the management hardly ever takes care to 
find out whether the cloth is spoiled on account of defective machinery, 
bad raw material or the negligence of the worker or of his superiors and 
that the weaver is held responsible for the damage though the cotton passes 
through several departments in the mills before it reaches the hands of the 
weaver and it may be that the original cause of the damage took place in any 
of the previous processes. In the absence of any positive proof that the 
weaver alone was responsible for the damage it would be unjust to penalise 
him. If a deduction on this account is made it should be open to the 
worker, if he feels aggrieved, to question the justice ofthededuction. Such 
deductions should be allowed as disciplinary or corrective fines and not 

as compensatory.

Kamgar Hitwardhak, Sabba

Employers, at times, with a view to economy, entrust work to incompetent 
hands which results in damage either to material or to plant. Sometimes 
a work which should be done by a regular mechanic is ordered to be done 
by an ordinary cooly. It is highly inequitable in case of damage to tax such 
an inefficient labourer either by Inflicting a fine or by making deductions 
from his wages.

Compulsory Purchase of Damaged Material

EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Bombay Millowners' Association

In the textile industry the usual rule Is to hand over spoilt cloth to the 
weavers concerned and recover the cost from the workers’ wages. It may 
be stated that the weavers prefer this system to being fined, as in practically 
all cases they are able to sell their cloth, and any new-fangled legislation 
making it impossible for the employer to hand over spoilt cloth to the 
weaver concerned will not certainly improve the position of the workers, 
as the fines that may be Imposed instead might operate more heavily on 
them than the system of selling them spoilt cloth which they subsequently 
sell to others.
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Chiej Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

In the case of damaged goods or articles handed over to the worker, the 
deduction should not exceed the actual manufacturing cost.

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union

In several textile mills in the Presidency bad or negligent work is punished 
by handing over the spoilt material to the worker concerned and by deduct
ing the value of the spoilt material, generally at wholesale prices, from that 
worker’s wages. In weaving there are three causes which operate in 
spoiling the cloth (I) bad raw materials ; (2) defective machinery; and 
(3) negligence and carelessness of the worker. The piece of cloth may 
also be spoiled on account of some mistake made in the Preparatory 
Departments. An officer’s negligence is also many times responsible for 
the cloth being damaged. No enquiry is, however, made m the textile 
mills as to the causes of the cloth being spoiled and the cut-looker who 
receives the woven pieces in the Folding Department determines that the 
worker should be penalised even though the piece may have been spoilt for 
causes other than those due to his negligence. If a worker makes a 
complaint he is not heard. This is the experience of the Union.

The mills stand to lose nothing on account of material which may be 
spoiled during manufacture and handed over to the workers concerned. 
They get their selling price and credit it as “ Sales ” as if the sales were 
voluntary and the workers were in need of these spoilt articles. The 
summary of the enquiry takes it for granted that all the spoilt pieces are 
sold by the workers. This is not a fact. Such of the pieces as are manu
factured for up-country centres or for export and are not used in Bombay 
by any class of people cannot be sold by the workers who have thus to 
bear the full loss themselves. In some cases they use material which 
they find it difficult to sell, although they do not generally require so much 
cloth. They succeed in selling some other -pieces, but the difference 
between what they pay to the mills and what they receive by hawking 
must be considerable.

In several mills whole lengths of spoilt pieces are often converted into 
fents which are sold at prices the total amount of which is less than the 
wholesale selling price of the whole length. The differences are recovered 
from the workers in the form of fines. The fact that all spoilt material is 
not converted into fents clearly shows that in making over the spoilt material 
to the worker, the mill authorities do so in the realisation of the fact that 
they are not able to recover a satisfactory price for it. It is thus clear that 
a worker who is saddled with a piece of spoilt material must suffer a very 
great loss even if he is fortunate enough to be able to sell it.

Another very serious objection to the system of handing over spoilt 
cloth is that it leads to payment in kind. Under this system the workers 
are given a part of their wages in the form of spoilt pieces the price of 
which is deducted from their total wages. It has been recognised that 
payment in kind is one of the most objectionable methods of paying workers 
for their labour. Truck legislation in England, before endeavouring to 
tackle the question of prohibition of any other kinds of deductions, made 

payment m kind illegal The Committee of the Union are of opinion 
that this question should also receive due consideration in India, and they 
fecommend that the system of handing over spoilt cloth should hcabolished. 
It should also be noted in this connection that the Indian Tariff Board 
vvhich recently investigated the condition of the textile industry in India 
has recommended the abolition of this practice.

/[hmedabad Textile Labour Union

In view of the vyious considerations under the heading “ Fines for had 
and negligent work it is necessary that the employer should retain the 
power to punish an employee for damage to cloth under suitable 
safeguards, but the law should leave to the workman the choice of paying 

. the fine or taking away the damaged goods at cost price.

Cirni Kamgar Mahamandal

This system should be prevented by law. It entails considerable hard
ship on the majority of the workers Inasmuch as it compels them either 
to use cloth which they do not require in their own homes or to sell it at 
prices which result in a very great loss to them. This system might operate 
in a better manner if there were common tribunals of employers and workers 
to deal with spoilt pieces of material. Such competent tribunals might 
be able to properly locate the fault, but it would be impossible to advise the 
formation of such tribunals or committees at present because there are not 
a sufficient number of experienced workers available to form the workers’ 
representatives on these committees. According to the system obtaining 
at present, the whole of this power rests In the hands of cut-lookers who 
generally examine whether a particular piece of coth is satisfactory or 
damaged. If the cloth is unsatisfactory or damaged no further examination 
as to the cause of the damage is made and the worker is immediately saddled 
with the material which he has produced. It will be seen how unjust the 
whole system is and my Committee again recommends to the Government 
of India that in any legislation that may be undertaken for the control of 
fines such legislation should definitely prohibit the handing over of damaged 
material to the workers concerned.

Social Service League, Bombay

The practice of making over damaged articles to workmen and 
deducting their prices from wages should at once be prohibited under 
the contemplated Indian Truck Act. This practice which is prevalent 
mostly In the Weaving Departments of a number of Textile Mills in this 
country imposes a great hardship on the workers and is one of which no 
adequate idea can be had from the incidence per deduction worked out 
in the Summary of the Results of the Labour Office enquiry. Instances 
are known of deductions amounting to Rs. 17-12-0, Rs. 19-5-0 and 
Rs. 23-4-6 from monthly earnings amounting to Rs. 55, Rs. 35 and 
Rs. 50, respectively. Of course, these deductions do not represent the 
net loss to the workers concerned. The difference between the amount 

, deducted and the amount realised through sale varies according to the 
quality of the article in question. The weavers themselves do not require 
so much cloth for their own use. Again there are some varieties for which
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An offence of disobedience is punishable either with hoe m larlaMw if

requires it. Attempts should be made at the time of employmesti toexpln 

to the workers the terms of the contract.

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union
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of fines in cash and subject to the same restrictions as other hnes.

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

material rather than suffer dismissal.

LABOUR INTERESTS

better discipline and efficiency and not compensatory.

LABOUR INTERESTS

Fines should be totally abolished in the case of children below the

Girni Kamgar Mahamandal

Fines should be totally abolished in the case of children below the

age of sixteen.

EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

there 11 no demand in Bombay. The weavers have Io wander abswl the 

itreeli with pieces m their hands looking out fur customers. .NatnrsAy 

they receive a price which is much less than that deducted from Ineu
wages. All punishments for bad and negligent work should lx in thcMturc

liond)utj European Textile Aisociation
In the case of spoilt material the manager should be allowed to deal with 

the workman concerned and the latter may decide to purchase the cloth w

Fines for Damage to or Loss of Property

Girni Karrtsar Mahamandal
With regard to the question of deductions for materials or tools lost or 

damaged by the employee the Committee recognise that sometimes damage 

or loss may be due to the actual carelessness or negligence of the workers, 

but in the majority of cases such damage occurs in the ordinary processes 

of manufacture through reasons for which a worker cannot be held entirely 

responsible. The Committee know of instances where heavy deductions 

have been made from the wages of workers for damage to machinery. If 

employers are able to prove culpable negligence they should take necessary 
action for recovery of the amount of the loss through the ordinary chan
nels in the civil courts, hut no deductions should be made from their wages

on this account. Fines on this account should be. as usual, correctives for

Fining of Children

Bombay Textile Labour Union

age of sixteen.

With regard to the suggestion made by the Government of India in
connection with fining of children my Committee is of opinion that fining 
should h*’ totally abolished in the case of children under sixteen years 

of age.'

Social Service League, Bombay

Conditions under which Fines mav be Inflicted

Chief vjicer, Bombay Improvement Trust
Rules and regulations under which fines may be imposed should be

posted in a prominent position. There does not appear to be any necessity 

to make the rules known to each individual worker.

INTOIEST5 

Textile Lahour Cniaa
r J

Is considering the extent to which han »e i

^rves careful consideratwe is whether tk hm att hg "»
whether these rules are agreed upea hetwreo the 

^^iployees. Most mills in Bombay have a wt 
,;^,(^tions of employment. dMimtaab. etc.. wkeh aaa 

^U-gates. When workers take up rmplnywi they aiaesfotaadm i 

rules and are supposed to have agread l» tho*. !• «

he said that there is between the caapleyers aada

dl service although in framing that contract the aaplaysai haw or haaii 

But it must be admitted that the workers are Most is ill

understand the terms of these contracts and their hdl Nwhagtges 

ire any serious efforts made by the mill authontirt W aMhanhs

the workers. For all practical purposes, therefore theesHtaaw si

contracts becomes as good as their aLence. Most of the rwkt aw

sided and arbitrary inasmuch as they give the widest posMbh puweet la dtt 

manager without hardly any restriction at to the actisa skih hr MV

choose to take upon them. In many cases the rules laydoM

one punishment for the same offence and the manafer u anoi the hdbl 

discretion to decide which punishment shall be infbdad 00 ths

wages or even dismissal.

Legislation should provide for definite contracts of icfvicr het

employers and theemployees. The cont ract should ool be coMidcmd* did 

unless it specifies the acts or omissions in respect of which the haas owy hi 

imposed and the amount of fines. It should contain dehmir ruhahtaglhr 

rates of fines for breaches of discipline and these rulet shotdd be approsod 

by the authority empowered to inspect the estahbsluoent 
under the .Act. The acts or omissions for which the fines are lobe 

under the contract must be such as will cause or are likely IoOHiar dasoap 

or loss to the employer or interruption or hindrance to his boaioen. TIm

terms of the contract should be incorporated in a notice which UmU ba

in English as well as in the Vernacular of the ma|ority of the worhm aod
which should be hung up at a prominent place where the caa
them and should be made available, free of charge, to the <<onanao <

There should be a precise dehnition of all offences for which a

Incur the liability to fine. The list of offences for which hnes atay be 

imposed should be small and exhaustive. No Industrial ertahhahaM 
should exercise the power to fine till it has Its own definite set ay faks foi
which approval of the Government has been secured, and it shadd be
provided that the employer shall make arrangements to explaia thm raka 

individually to every new entrant in the mills.
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Girni Kamgar Mahamandal

The conditions under which fines may be inflicted should be clearly 
specified in notices which should be prominently posted not only in the 
mill compound but in each of the several departments of the mill and also 
outside the gates of the mdl in order that workers who desire to take up 
employment in a particular mill may note the conditions under which they 
are liable to be fined before asking for employment. Copies of such notices 
and conditions should be made available to all new-comers and also to any 
of the existing employees who may ask for them. The conditions which 
the employer lays down for the infliction of fines should be sent to the 
Government Inspecting authority for approval.

The rules of the majority of the mills in Bombay City provide for questions 
concerning conditions of employment and the offences for which dismissals 
may be effected with or without forfeiture.of wages. The workers subject 
themselves to these rules because they think that they have the sanction of 
Government. But these rules are unnecessarily harsh and leave unlimited 
power in the hands of the managements for dealing with individual 
cases. There should be a complete list of all the offences for which fines 
may be inflicted and the amounts of fines that will be inflicted for each 
offence.

Social Service League, Bombay

It is true that the textile mills in Bombay City have printed rules and 
regulations governing conditions of employment, dismissals with or without 
forfeiture of wages, fines, etc. But it is a question whether some of the 
rules and regulations are just and fair. It is not sufficient that printed rules 
and regulations should be put up. It is necessary that these rules and 
regulations should be just and fair. Not a few workmen are misled owing 
to the existing rules as they think that they are based on law. They are 
thus prevented from seeking any legal remedy open to them.

The notices of fines and other deductions that may be posted in an 
establishment or in its different departments should be in English as well as 
in the vernacular of the majority of the employees in that establish
ment, and all the rules and regulations contained in such notices should be 
in conformity with the provisions under the Truck Act. The rules should 
also be approved of by the Factory Inspector.

Kamgar Hitwardhak. Sabha
, The committee of the Sabha considers it advisable that legislation should 
be initiated without any delay m the matter of cing the harsh and 
inequitable rules and regulations which prevail in the cotton mills in the 
Bombay Presidency. A majority of the mill workers are thoroughly misled 
by the printed rules which are placed in frames near the entrances and think 
that these rules are based on law and have the sanction of Government. 
These illiterate workers under this false notion fail to resort to the Gourts 
of law and seek legal remedy against the inequitable rules by which they 
are made to suffer either in the shape of fines or forfeiture of wages. Such 
arbitrary and inequitable rules are not permitted anywhere in the world 
and the Committee thinks that early legislative measures should be taken to 
deal with them.

other interested associations

Bombay European Textile Association

A workman on becoming engaged at a mill or workshop should be made 
acquainted with the system of fining which prevails at that particular place ; 
posting notices, etc., has proved useless where illiterate employees have 
been concerned.

i

Power to Fine
EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Municipal Commissioner, Bombay Municipality

The legislation should lay down that the rules of the concerns affected 
should provide as to which officers are authorised to impose fines.

Chief Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

The power of inflicting fines should rest with Heads of Departments and 
not with subordinates.

labour interests

Bombay Textile Labour Union

The Committee of the Union do not agree with the statement made in 
the summary of the Labour Office report to the effect that with the exception 
of a few mills in Bombay and in Ahmedabad where the power to fine rests 
with jobbers and special employees called “ Detectors, ” the power to fine 
in the remaining factories and concerns rests with the heads of the depart
ments. Technically it may be true that the power to fine rests with the 
manager or the heads of the departments, but in practice this provision is 
observed in its breach. It is almost invariably found that it is the jobbers, 
head-jobbers, foremen and the mukadams who fine the workers and their 
action in this matter is more often than not confirmed by the heads of the 
Departments. The practice in some of the Ahmedabad Mills of 
entrusting this power to detectors who obtain a certain percentage of the 
deductions made m respect of spoilt cloth must be acting very adversely 
upon the operatives.

The proposed legislation should prescribe that jobbers, head jobbers, 
mukadams, etc., should not have the power to fine the worker. The power 
to fine should be vested only in the hands of the heads of departments, but 
may, in the case of textile mills, be extended to cover officers of the rank of 
assistant spinning 'eavlng masters,

Girni Kamgar Mahamandal

With regard to the question of the power to fine, the law should lay down 
that this power should rest only with the heads of departments and that 
foremen, mukadams, head-jobbers, and jobbers should not be allowed to 
finemanycase. Where the power of fining is entrusted to special employees 
called “ detectors ” such as is shown to exist, according to the Summary, 
in the Ahmedabad mills, it must be evident that it would be a strong induce
ment to such detectors to Inflict fines to as great an extent as possible in 
order to increase their own earnings, in view of the fact that remunerallor 
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is given to them by paying them certain percentages of the total fines 
indicted. The committee do not wish to labour on the outrageousness 
of such a system. It is absolutely necessary that the law should lay down 
that the power to fine should rest only with bona fide departmental heads 
and not with any special employees who may be taken up for the special 
purpose of fining.

Social Service League, Bombay

Although technically the power to fine rests with the heads of depart
ments, the fines are inflicted in fact by jobbers, head-jobbers or assistants, 
and confirmed, mostly without making any enquiry and without giving the 
worker any opportunity for explanation, by the heads of departments or 
the managers. In many concerns it is difficult for the workmen to get 
justice even where the fines are not inflicted by the jobbers or head-jobbers. 
Generally it is the prosecutor who delivers the judgment.

In the case of some of the Ahmedabad mills where the power to fine 
rests with special employees who are called “ Detectors ” who receive a 
certain percentage of such deductions, one can easily see the evil of such an 
arrangement. Firstly, the power is likely to be abused by the detecting 
folders if the decisions given by them are treated as final, and secondly, if a 
certain percentage of the total amount of fines thus realised is handed over 
to them it is a further incentive for them to be unjust towards the weavers.

Kamgar Hitioardhak Sahha

It is necessary that the responsibility of levying fines should be left 
to some higher official and not in the hands of jobbers and other 
subordinates.

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

Bombay European Textile Association
The discretion of fining should be left to the manager, and he should 

also have power to delegate same to the head of a department.

«

Supply of Particulars to Workers who are Fined

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union
The Summary of the Report of the Labour Office enquiry states that 

“ speaking generally, the employee fined is given full particulars relating 
to the fine at the time of the occurrence necessitating it.” The experience 
of this Union does not agree with this conclusion. From the complaints 
of the operatives received by the Union, it is found that they were not, in 
most cases, particularly those in respect of spoiled cloth, informed of the 
amounts to be deducted from their wages ; and that they came to know 
of these deductions only when they received their pay tickets. It should 
be made compulsory for the employer to Inform the worker as soon as he 
is fined of the act or omission for which he is fined and the amount of the 
fine inflicted.

LABOL'R CAZmi4L€.. /927

Qrni Kamgar Mahamandal
In all cases where fines are inflicted, reatom for die Hiftctiofl ot ibr fem. 

the amount of fine and the name of the worker ihould be givra Io tfce workef 
concerned on a separate slip of paper signed by ibe drparlmeBtel brad 
v^ho inflicts the fine. The possession <4 such documenti by aa employer 
^ illnot only reduce the number of fines that mirbt be loAiclcd. btrf trtil 
give the employee power to take any necettary actiea that be dertrn 
necessary for the refund of the fine where a competent autbofity deetdet 
that the fine has been unreasonably inflicted.

Social Service League, Bombay

It is not a fact that the employee fined is always given full pantculais 
relating to the fine at the time of the occurrence necessitating it In a 
number of mills in Bombay and also in some other rvtablisbments. 
including the workshops of a Railway Gimpany, the workmsa wbo i» bned 
is not Informed of the amount of fine at the time of tbe ovnirierwe 
necessitating it nor is the amount deducted from the wapes on that attoufH 
in some mills shown separately on the pay-ticket, ^'hen particular» are 
not given the employee has to make his own calculations and find out the 
amount that he is fined for himself.

All fines, whether compensatory or disciplinary, should be countersigned 
by the factory-owner or his responsible representative who should notify 
the worker in writing, stating the reason for the said fine in a pieuribed 
form.

Kamgar Hitwardbak Sabba

Whenever any fine is levied on a workman It should be notified in w riling 
and reasons given for inflicting the same. Such notification should be in 
English and vernacular. Such a procedure would enable any aggiieved 
worker to have recourse to law for the recovery of the amount of fine which 
has been unjustly imposed on him, whether as a matter of discipline or for 
damage caused to machinery or materials. In this connection it is also 
desirable that there should be some tribunal to examine carefully cases 
where the damage is done through Ignorance, incompetency or 
deliberation.

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

Bombay European Textile Association

In all cases the workman should be notified as to the extent of the fine 
when the same is imposed.

Maintenance of Registers of Fines
EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Karachi Chamber of Commerce
Under the rules of the Factories Act it should be made compultory for 

all factories to keep a record of fines with the reasons for their infliction, and 
an account of the disposal of the money so collected—the record to be 
made available for inspection by the Factory Inspector.



Girni Kamgar Mahamandal
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Chairman, Karachi Pori Trust
It would be advisable that the number and amount of fines imposed 

should be reported at regular intervals to the Factory Inspector or other 
Government Department concerned and that each factory should notify 
the Department as to who is empowered to impose and confirm fines in 
the factory.

Municipal Commissioner, Bombay Municipality

The legislation should provide for a register embodying briefly the reasons 
for inflicting punishment together with the defaulter’s explanation, etc.

Chief Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

There does not appear to be any necessity for making a record of fines.

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union

The employer should be compelled to maintain a fine register containing 
full information about the acts or omissions for which a worker was fined, 
and the amount of fines, and he should be asked to send to the Government 
authorities prescribed under the Act a periodical return of the number of 
persons fined, the nature of their offences and the amounts of fines.

Every establishment covered by the Act should be compelled to maintain 
a register for fines, suspensions and dismissals, and these registers should 
be open to the periodical inspection of the controlling Inspectors.

Social Service League, Bombay

Every employer should be compelled to keep a register of deductions 
specifying the amount and the nature of the act or omission in respect of 
which the fine was imposed, and this register should be at all times open 
to inspection by the Inspecting authority.

Kamgar Hitivardhah Sabha

Every employer should be compelled by law to keep a register in which 
fines, deductions or forfeitures of wages, specifying the nature of the default 
may be entered and this register should be kept open for Inspection by 
Government officials.

Extent to which Fines may be Inflicted
EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Municipal Commissioner, Bombay Municipality

The legislation should lay down that all the concerns affected should 
provide rules as to the limit up to which fines may be imposed.

Chief Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

The maximum limit of fines in any one month should be laid down in 
the form of a percentage of the wages of the worker for breaches of discip
line, insubordination, etc.

I
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tj^OUR INTERESTS

^mbay Textile Labour Union

In the case of the Bombay textile mill*, the rul« 4# not pfeunhr any 

limit on the imposition of fines. In this matter the .Maiufri » the 
fullest discretion. Should the Government of Irrdia tu atqx •• 
the basis of the contemplated legislation that the system of hr« sImjuJ out 
he abolished, it is strongly recommended that the extent to tus« 
may be inflicted should be restricted. The maximum fine or aii uniuUt*ui 
of hnes in any one week, fortnight or month should not euerd 4 pti 
cent., 3 per cent, and 2 per cent, respectively of the uagn ! ii 
workman. The deductions for a fine should be made only in the peiiud 
which it is imposed and no claims for arrears of fines should be slLurd,

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union

A maximum percentage as well as amount should be fixed lor * wage 

period as well as for each offence. The amount in case of petty ofjriKes 
should be nothing more than nominal. The maximum amount should not 
exceed 10 per cent, of a day’s wages and 2 per cent, of the uagr> lot a 

wage period.

Girni Kamgar Mahamandal

A check on fining could be obtained by prescribing a maximum limit 

to which fines can be inflicted. The committee of the Union are, hou ex er, 
afraid that if a maximum was laid down, the laying down of such a maximum 
might increase the amount of fines that might be inflicted on workers who 

have not hitherto been fined. There is also the danger that employers 
might fine up to the limit when they know that a limit is definitely provided 
for. The committee cannot agree to the suggestion made in the letter of 
the Government of India that a limit of 5 per cent, to the amount of finea 
that might be inflicted may be prescribed. If such a limit were laiddownit 
would mean that a worker who is earning Rs. 20 a month might be fined up 
to a limit of one rupee. As Government areaware the margin of subsistence 
for a low-paid employee is very little. An employee earning Rs. 100 
a month might be able to stand a fine of Rs. 5 but a worker earning Rs, 20 
would be considerably distressed if he had to submit to a deduction of one 
rupee from his low wages. The committee are therefore emphatically of 
opinion that a maximum limit of 2 per cent, will satisfactorily meet the case, 

and that the Interests of the employers to safeguard their rights of enforcing 
discipline and demanding efficiency would be satisfactorily met with.

Central Labour Board
When the law is permitted to Interfere with the regulation of imposition 

of fines a maximum percentage must be settled.

Social Service League, Bombay
The maximum amount of a single fine that may be inflicted in the course 

of one day on an employee should not exceed one-tenth of his daily wages, 
and the total amount of fines in the course of a calendar month should not 
exceed 5 per cent, of his monthly wages, including those on account of 
spoiled cloth.

LABOUR GAZETTI
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to mouth.

Fund for chanties.

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union

exclusively, or may be handed over to a society interested in the uplift of 
the working classes.

All fines and deductions should be credited to the Fines Fund Account

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

[7 0 be continued\

LABOUR GAZETTE

Kamsar Hitwardhak Sabha

So far as fines are concerned it is essential that a certain limit be
placed so that the total amount of fines should not exceed 4 per cent, of 
the monthly wages earned by the textile workers who live from hand

OTHER INTERESTED ASSOCIATIONS

Bombay European Textile Association

It is agreed that the fines Imposed should not exceed 5 per cent, of a 
worker’s wages but in cases where cloth or any other material is severely 
damaged and Involves heavy loss it is recommended that the 5 per cent, 
limit should be suspended.

Disposal of Fines
EMPLOYERS’ INTERESTS

Chairman, Bombay Port Trust

All amounts collected by the infliction of fines should be credited to a 
special “ Fines Fund ” and be utilised for the benefit and welfare of the 
classes of workers from whom the fines are collected.

Municipal Commissioner, Bombay Municipality

The legislation should lay down that the rules of the concerns affected 
should provide for the establishment of the Fines Fund to which all fines 
should be credited and the regulations for utilising the funds.

Chief Officer, Bombay Improvement Trust

All amounts collected through inflictions of fines except in the case of 
damaged goods and tools should be credited to a special fund which 
should be utilised for the general benefit of the employees. The amounts 
collected in respect of spoilt or damaged materials should be retained by 
the owner.

LABOUR INTERESTS

Bombay Textile Labour Union 

and not to such accounts as revenue, sales, unclaimed wages and the 

The fund should be exclusively utilised for the benefit and welfare of the
workers as a whole, and not for the welfare of any special class of workers.
The funds should be managed by a Committee on which the workers’
representatives selected through the Unions where they exist should have
a place and the funds account should be open to Government inspection.

The employer should not be allowed to give any amount of the Fines

Income from fines should be devoted to Labour Welfare Work

Gjrni Kamgar Mahamandal

All fines should be credited to Special Fines Funds. Employers should 
periodically remit the amounts at the credit of these Fines Funds to a 
Central Committee to be appointed by Government for the administration 
gfsuch funds. These funds should be utilised for the general welfare of 
labourers, by contributions to hospitals, provision of dispensaries, and 
[maintenance of schools and othe educational and technical institutes for 
the promotion of better training of workers.

Social Service League, Bombay

So far as the information of the committee goes, the Fines Funds of 
railways are utilised largely for the benefit of a particular section of railway 
employees and the majority of the employees from whom the fines have 
been levied do not benefit through the Special Fines Funds. In justice 
the amounts realised from fines should be utilised mainly for the welfare 
of that class of workmen who have paid them.

The fine that may legally be Inflicted by an employer or his responsible 
representative must not directly or indirectly benefit either the firm or the 
person imposing the fine, and all the amounts of fines must be utilised for 
the benefit of the workers. If such a benefit fund is to be maintained for 
the employees of the particular establishment, it must be managed by a 
committee on which the different classes of the employees are fairly 
represented, the employees’ representatives being preferably trade union 
members. The accounts of such fines should be open to Government 
inspection. An alternative suggestion would be that the amount of fines 
should be handed over to welfare institutions approved by Government.

Central Labour Board

Whatever fines are settled by the Joint Council of the Employers’ and 
Workers Committees should be reserved Ina separate account and all the 
proceeds so accumulated should go towards the improvement of the lot of 
the workmen, and not as is being done at present by the Railway Companies 
where the men’s deductions provide the officers with sundry amenities 
such as bars, gymkhanas, tennis courts, etc.

Kamgar Hitivardhak Sabha

The proceeds of fines and forfeited wages should be wholly appropriated
for the welfare of the workers and in no way be used for the benefit of the
employers.

Bombay European Textile Association 

The amount recovered in fines, deductions, etc., should be devoted to a
fund and utilised for the benefit of the workers generally—in the form of free
medicine and free medical attendance for themselves and their families.
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Reviews of Books and Reports
Annual Factory Report of the Presidency of Bombay, 1926

The Annual Factory Report of the Presidency of Bombay has just been 
published. It shows that the number of factories that actually worked 
during the year was 1398 as compared with 1358 m the previous year. 
Of these, 675 were perennial and 723 seasonal.

The number of operatives employed m all industries was 382,255 as 
against 370,460 in the previous year. There has been a steady Increase in 
the number of women employed in recent years while at the same time the 
ratio of women employed to the total number of persons employed has also 
slightly increased. Thus the percentages of women to total persons 
employed for the years 1923, 1924, 1925 and 1926 are 19-5, 20'4, 20-9 
and 21'2. The employment of children on the other hand has steadily 
decreased. Prior to the introduction of the Amended Factories Act in 
1922,4'5 percent, of the factory population were children. In 1926, less 
than 2 per cent, were children.

Wages, it is pointed out, remained fairly steady and the year was not 
marked by any wide-spread strike.

As regards the housing of factory hands, no advance was made in the 
textile industry except in the case of a new mofussil mill which provided 
twenty three-roomed tenements for the lower subordinate staff and 63 one- 
roomed tenements for the operatives. The Government of India have 
provided living accommodation for all the monthly paid operatives of their 
printing press in Nasik and the provision of further housing for the daily 
paid staff, half of whom are already housed, is under consideration. A 
match factory at Ambernath has provided housing for about 700 
employees during the last few years.

Four mills in Bombay have opened creches in addition to the three mills 
that formerly maintained them. The average creche attendance increased 
from 64 to 145 and the opium drugging of 72 children has been directly 
stopped in the creches.

* * *** *
International Federation of Trade Unions, Report on Activities during 

1924,1925 and 1926, Amsterdam, 1927

The Report shows that the period covered was not marked by any great 
advance in the social and economic position of the working class. The 
membership on 31st December 1925, declined by about 3 million as 
compared with 31st December 1923. This was mainly due to the fall in 
membership in Germany.

During the period under review four new countries joined the Federation. 
Four distinct relief actions were organised, one in 1925, for the locked-out 
Danish workers, another in the same year for the textile workers in 
Bombay, the third in 1926 for the National strike and the fourth for the 
miners’ strike in Great Britain.
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Current Periodicals
Summary of titles and contents of special articles

LABOUR MAGAZINE-VOL. VI, NO. 1, MAY 1927. (The Trade* Union 
Congress and the Labour Party, London.)

special Articles; (I) The Makin? of a Trade Union, by Herbert Tracey, pp 1-5.
(2) Towards Industrial Conscription, by the Rl. Hon. Sidney Webb, M.P. pp. 6-8.
(3) Some Sidelights on the Trade Disputes Bill, by Sir Henry Slesser, K.C., M. P. pp. 9and 10.
(4) Civil Service Unions and the Bill, by J. W. Bowen (General Secretary of the Union of Post Office 

d/orM- PP- 11-13.
(3) Why America has no Labour Party, by J. R. Smallwood, pp. 14 and 13.
(6) In the “ Eivht-Fifteen ”, by T. S. Dickson, pp. 16 and 17.
(7) Ireland in 1927, by R. M.Fox. pp. 18 and 19.
(8) The American Farmer at Home, by J. T. Walton Newbold, pp. 20 and 21.
(9) Preparations for Disarmament, by Roth Williams, pp. 22 and 23.
(10) German Trade Unionism Today, by Hermann Schlimme (Secretary of the General Federation 

gl German Trade Unions) Part. I. pp. 28-30.
G I) The Financial Genius of Mr. Churchill—The present budget; new taxes ; jugglery; 

plunder; income tax; sinking fund; war costs, pp. 31-34.
(12) The Wonderful Webbs, by Herbert Morrison, J.P., L.C.C., pp. 35-37.
(13) Work and Wages in America : Report of the Industrial Delegation, pp. 40-43.
Routine Matter.—As in previous issues.

the labour magazine-vol VI, NO. 2, JUNE 1927, (The Trade* Union 
Congress and the Labour Party, London.)

Special Articles : (1) Trade Unionism Produces a Statesman, by Herbert Tracey, pp. 51-53.
(2) The Anti-Trade Union Bill in Committee, by Arthur Henderson, B.A,, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law. 

pp. 54-57.
(3) The Four Deadly Stings, by R. B. Suthers. pp. 58-60.
(4) Government by Judges, by John P.Frey (Representative of the American Federation of Labour). 

pp. 61 and 62.
(5) Anti-Labour’s Dirty Money, pp. 63-65.
(6) In the “ Eight-Fifteen ”, by T. S. Dickson, pp. 66 and 67.
(7) Compulsory Trade Unionism, by G. E. Modigliani (Deputy of the Italian Parliament), pp. 68-71.
(8) German Trade Unionism Today, by Hermann Schlimme (Secretary of the General Federation of 

German Trade Unions) Part II. pp. 76-78.
(9) Labour Fights the Anti-Union Bill. pp. 80*83. »
(10) Tories Afraid to Face Inquiry on Russia, pp. 84-86.
(I I) The Bad Tempered People, pp. 87 and 88.
(12) The World of Industry, pp. 89-91.
Routine Matter.—As in previous issues.

THE LABOUR MAGAZINE-VOL. VI, NO. 3, JULY 1927. (The Trades Union 
Congress and the Labour Party, London.)

Special Articles. (1) TradeUnionismintheCivilService, by Herbert Tracey, pp. 99-101.
(2) When “ Left " is “ Right " and so Righted is Wrong, by Herbert Morrison, J. P., L.C.C. 

pp. 102 and 103.
(3) Co-operation and Labour in Politics, by a Special Correspondent. pp. 104-106.
(4) The Problem of South African Native Policy, by Lord Oliver, pp. 107-111.
(5) The Anti-Trade Union Bill in Committee, by Arthur Henderson, B.A.,LL.B.,Barrister-ai-Law. 

pp. 112 and 113.
(6) The Western Farmers in Agitation and Action, by J. T. Walton Newbold, pp. 114-116.
(7) In the “ Eight-Fifteen ”, by T.S. Dickson, pp. 117-119.
(8) The Problem of Machinery, by George W. Thomson (Editor of the “ Draughtsman ” the organ of 

the Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen), pp. 124-127.
(9) Labour and the Irish Elections, by Tom Johnson, T. D. pp. 128 and 129.
(10) The Anti-Trade Union Bill Contested to the End. pp. 132 and 133.
(11) Liberal Disunity on the Anti-Trade Union Bill. pp. 134 and 135.
(12) History of Socialist Thought, pp. 136 and 137.
Rouline Matter.—As in previous issues.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW-VOL. XV, NO. 6, JUNE 1927. (International 
Labour Office, Geneva.)

Special Articles : (1) Trade Organisation in Italy under the Act and Regulations on Collective Rela- 
tionsin connection with Employment, byH.E. Giuseppe Bottai (Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry 
of Corporations, Rome).—Trade organisation of employers, workers, and artists and persons engaged

*
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in * pfofc*«ii>fi —trade nrgdniutiun of employer*, trade organiMlkon of worker*, a/tMla, ertd p*«mih 
•ngngcd in « profeMion, general ckaractentlic* of the rule* of reeofniacd trade ataoctsaaoai* ; 
aaau) lalioriaaiirl auociatcd bodirt; rule* for the levying, collection and diatnlxition of caaMrikalattM; 
organiaalion of the turf of public inatitution* ; miacd activitie* in relation Io trade ltrg>nil*tiae ; 
conilutton. pp 8I3-827.

(2) Natiunal Corpofaliut Or^anualiun in Spam th InJuilri/, by Count Dt Allea (Fonim Uajif- 
Secretary of Stale in the Mtnialiy of Labour, Commerctaruf InJiutry).—pp.828-H4l.

(3) fAe Prtttnl Ttmlentitt of Cumpuliory Sitbne^-t Inturantt.— introduction ; firnont t»-iwC»n»a 

-•co(«, benefit*, the *haring of the coat, inturance inditution* ; conclu*ion. pp.M2-859.
(4) Tht Phut of Prevail ion in Satial Iruurance, by AnJreat Griaer (Diro-lur in tbt Ftjtral 

Minulry of Labour, Berlin}.—pp. B6()-867.
(5) Tbe AJntinitlraliiui of Labour Law in Germany If : by Hugo Siefarl IFormerty Direelor in lb. 

Fedeial Minitiry of Labour}.- The labour court* ; the ad|u*tment ol di*pule* ; concluaion 

pp. 8^887
(b) Cunililiufu of Labour in the Surabaya (Java} Metal fnJiulry.—~¥te<r'iou» *lrike movement* ; 

tbe 1925 ilrike* ; condition* of labour—contractual relation* between employer* and employed, 
wage*, hour* of work, condition* of life, condition* of workshop* , tbe worker*' demand* ; 
concluaion* and de*idcrata. pp. 888-908.

Routine Muller,—A* in previou* i**ucs.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW-VOL. XVL NO, 1. JULY 1927 (bter- 
nntional Labour Office, Geneva.)

Special Arliclei : (I) Tbe Evolution of a fVage- A Jjiutment System : I. by J. R. Bellerby.— I. Tbe 
nature of tbe problem—piinciple* of wage-adjustment ; II. I he nature of wage diaputc*—the limit* 

of Huctuation of the wages-proportion. some theoretical considerations ; III. I he classification of 

wage dispute* pp. 1-25.
(2) Slate Enterprises in Australia, by J. B. Brigden (Professor of Economics, University of 

Tesmania}—Natural tendencies; classihcation ; the distribution of State enterprise*: Queensland 

Stale trading ; financial result*: New South Wales as example ; economic result*; labour 
conditions ; admini-tration ; conclusion, pp. 26-49.

(3) Employers' Organisation, in France.—Historical survey ; present organisation—piwl*. 
combinations and trade associations, employers' trade associations, characteristic* of the variou* 
federations, internal organisation of a federation, a specimen organisation : the iron work* 
committee inter-trade organisation; tendencies of the movement—before the war, during the war, 
after tbe war—statement ol principle, hours of work, holidays with pay, collective bargaining, 
conciliation and arbitration, wages, social insurance, apprenticeship, employment of disabled men, 
foreign labour, national economic council, international labour organisation, pp. 50-77,

Routine Mailer.—As in previous issues.

MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW—VOL XXIV, NO. 1, JANUARY 1927 (U. S. 
Department of Labor, Woshington.)

Special Articles. (I) Longshoremen /ts^ Congressional Action, by Louise F. Shields.—The situation 

ol the injured worker; relative position under liability and compensation systems ; transformation 

ol tbe longshore worker; the legislative situation. pp. 1-6.
(2) Medical and Hospital Service for Industrial Employees.—Plant hospitals and medical service ; 

special medical services ; hrst-aid equipment and training ; scope of the work of the medical 
departments; dental and other special treatment; visiting-nurse service; treatment ol 
tuberculosis ; entrance and periodic physical examinations ; follow up work as a result of physical 
examinations; conclusion. pp.7-19.

(3) Development of Consumers' Co-operative Enterprises, 1920 to 1925.—Business carried on; 
geographical distribution ; years of operation ; membership ; volume of business ; six-year trend 
of co-operative business ; net trading profit or loss ; patronage rebates ; funds of consumers’ societies 
—share capital and reserve, social benefits ol co-operative societies, pp. 20-34.

(4) Productivity of Labor in Eleven Industries.—Measurement of productivity; indexes of 
production ; Indexes ol man-hours ; index of productivity ;—iron and steel Industry, petroleum 
relining, slaughtering and meat packing ; leather and boot and shoe industries, paper and pulp 
Industry, flour millingindustry,automobile and rubber-tire industries, sugar refining industry, 
cement industry ; the long-time trend of productivity ; conclusion, pp. 33-49.

(5) .Annual Report ojthe Secretary oJLabor/or J 926,—Conciliation service ; United States employ
mentservice; United States housing corporation ; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Bureau of Immigra
tion : Children's Bureau ; Naturalization Bureau ; Women’s Bureau ; partnership industry. 
pp.50-55.

(6) TbeAcidTeslofProgressinAccidentPrevention,by Etbelbert Stewart (United Stales Commis
sioner of Labor Statistics), pp. 61-64.

(7) Successive and Vested Rights in Compensation Benefits.—Alabama; Alaska; Arizona: Cali
fornia ; Colorado ; Connecticut; Delaware ; Georgia ; Hawaii ; Idaho ; Illinois ; Indiana ; Iowa ; 
Kansas ; Kentucky ; Louisiana; Maine ; Maryland ; Massachusetts ; Michigan ; Minnesota

t

: .Montana,; Nebraska : Nevada ; i
* wk ' .North Dakota ; Ohio; Okiakmna ; ObMH - »*- -- ■

Dakota ; Tennewee ; Teaa. : Utah/

: )k yoming ; United Stale*,
! First Meeting of Intensaliaistl Ass^s^t^ P

jUwd employees ; social iBMiraace ngbt* A 
^k* unemployment; aamciatw pfa^toaMK tw i9't.- m ! 4 

Salaries of Ofice Emploffets m .Ma<*adkmiM».—w. 14 ' 4 '
(1^ Earnings atsd Hours in tbe Engbsb /(*** lAgJ

jgrenge weekly earning* ; normal weekly Um* “
lanmf*: extent of short time. pp. 145-148 aari ew«ap

(II) H ate*and/door*tnGreu<firitii*aarrk>ity-»-^^iaj|*
(I’l Em^oymeni Excbai^es, Unen^lat^iei^ aed M

York of the emDioyment exchange*: aaeatdat^M —........ - ___  anrpt.^
I5<I6O. ' - W tk

(15} Cost of Living tn PJ(in Ct,^ J w..,-
^216-218. —* .«•«* awis*

fte Juie Matter—.\» in previou* iMutt.

MONTHLY ^OR REVIEW-VOL XXIV. NO. X FEBRUAIY m ,V 5. b.^ 

ment of Labor, Washington.) —

Special Articles .- (I) Ckmjr, in f^mjijgba nu- U.
KNifce* ; quota act* ; reclasiihcation of certataotxnpatMn* . wngwl—hiat n 
pMsoge of quota act* ; i mmigration and emigratiaa dammed, pp. 14

(2) Chambers of Labor in Austria, by Dr. Fnli Rager (Semtaiy ef lU I'MBMClMadU 
Plan of organization ;meeting* : government supertiMoa: -rmtr ~-*^a| ifiand* n ■* Ir* . 

debmitation of jurisdiction ; financial resource* wd di*b«r*raaati ; p>iiUal*a» t*~ip>«al«» »< 
experts; trade-union control, pp. 7-13.

(3) fVage* and Conditions in the Pottery Indaslry — Uaoe* la ttw m ihmd 17
(4) Collection of Unpaid Wages by Califorrua B^7l^

avil actions in behalf of wage claimants; emt «uil to cttBerl mt IM JI
(5) Extension o/ Family dAllowance System in fneyeoe in aAvwMK* lata*. ndb

allowances. pp. 23 and 24.
(6) Lost Time and Labor Turnover among fi’ataen fVerkeri in Ctolmi btJk a* 7127^—LaM Mir. 

labor turnover ; pp. 39-41.
(7) Hours, Wages, and Worlfing Conditions of H'amen tn .Miiamipi /ndhnfn**.—pp. 42 and 43
(8) Disease Due Io Occupation Held NotKotnpensable n Teaar —pp. 44-46
(9) Wages and Hours of Labor in the Colton Goods Industry, l914 oni 191b —pp. 32'57.
(10) IVage* and Hours of Labor in the Woollen and Worsted Goods I%i-t. /9.N«id I9jb — 

pp. 37-61.

(11) IVage Rates and Hours Established by Recent Agreements.—Dock banldrrr- New York Coty, 
bay and grain teamsters—Chicago ; machinists—Portland. Oreg; mall wxMkrrr- Mmmwi* . 
milk wagon drivers—San Francisco ; pocket-book worker*—New York Gty. pp 65 sad 6b

(12) Earnings and Employment in the Mi^ion-Piclure Indsatry of CJiforsno.- nwtualaM* M 
employment; weekly wage rates ; ” exircu ”—pp. 66-69.

(13) Wages paid in Chilecm Coal Mines. I9H Io 1924.—pp. 74 and 75.
(14) Abandonment of Short-Time Policy by English Cotton Spitmrrs.—pp. 75*iU76
(13) Trend of Wholesale Prices in the United Stales. 1901 Io I92b.^pp. 166 and l67
(16) Changes in the Cost of Living in the United Stales.—pp. 168-181. 
Routine Matter.—As in previous issue*.

MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW-VOL XXIV, NO. 3, MARCH 1927. (U. i 0^. 
ment of Labor, Washington.)

Special Articles : (I) Productivity of Railroad Labor, by Wallet H. Dssnle^. CE—Labor p*«da> 
tivity of all employees and of train and engine crew*. 1915-26; productivity of al emptayaa*. 
1890 to 1926; basic data. pp. 1-8.

(2) Factory Labor Turnover.—Two New Monthly Indexes, by M. A. Betrsdge (Br<m» la*ar*«Mp 
and Metropolitan Life In'urance Co.}, pp. 9-13.

(3) Lunch Rooms in Industrial Establishments.—Establiihment* having general mtaorMM aevta; 
kinds of service ; character of management; prices charged for meals, menu*, mrlhod* al paymaatk, 
establishments having free meals : financia! results of operating restaurants, pp. 13-22.

(4) Statistical Analysis of the Personnel of a Silk Mill.—Age distribution; occupat****; km^h 
of service ; labor stability; earnings; hours ol labor; labor cost of prodnclion. pp. 25-2B.

(3) Record of Industrial Accidents in the United Slate* Io 1925.—pp. 31 and 32.
(6) Problem of Old-Age Pensions in Industry—Necessity for pensran system*—<a*l ai nrivatt 

pension systems ; tendency to rising costs of pension plans; actual increase* m ants, ■Mnad* ai 
hnancing pension plans ; solvency of existing pension plans ; general evaluatiaa ai prival* 

plans.—pp. 48-54,
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(7) Japanese Health Insurance Law Becomes Effective—scope ; financial features; benebu 
sickness and injury benefits, maternity benefits, funeral benefits ; administration, pp. 64-68.

(8) Usages anti Hours oj Labour in the Boot and Shoe Industry, 1926.—pp. 77-86.
Routine Matter.—As in previous issues.

MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW-VOL. XXIV, NO. 4. APRIL 1927. (U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington.)
Special .Articles : (I) Displacement oj Labor by Machinery in the Glass Industry.—Comparisons 

of labor output and cost in hand and machine production ; development of machinery in the 
industry- manufacture of bottlesand jars, manufacture of pressed ware, manufacture of blown ware, 
manufacture of window glass, manufacture of plate glass ; effects of automatic machinery on the 
industry as a whole—establishments and wage-earners, size of establishments ; output and 
productivity; value of output; wage workers’earnings ; child labour in the industry, pp. 1-12.

(2) Labor Conditions during the 1926 Apple Harvest in Wenatchee Ualtey, by Louise F. Shields.— 
Efforts to obtain workers ; stampede of labor to the valley ; need of organised employment system ; 
need of organization in marketing, pp. 13-17.

(3) PassageoJLongshoremen'sCompensationAct.—Lack of appropriation forenforcement; coverage 
of the act; administrative provisions, pp. 18-20.

(4) Report of German Trade-Unions on American Industrial Conditions.—Reason for the study; 
output per worker in United States and Germany—industries in which output of American 
worker exceeds that of German worker, industries in which output of German worker equals 
that of American worker, speed of machines, technical organization the vital factor; rate of 
production in the two countries ; comparison of money wages in United States and Germany ; 
comparison of cost of living and real wages, pp. 21-28.

(3) Sich Leave with Pay for Factory Workers.—pp. 33 and 34.
(6) Studyo/Worherslnsuredagainst Unemployment inGreat Britain.—Proportion drawing benefits ; 

relation between contributions and benefits ; age in relation to unemployment, pp. 45-47.
(7) Proposed Changes in English Unemployment Insurance.—Historical review ; reported abuse 

of unemployment insurance plan ; principles of a satisfactory plan ; main features of proposed 
plan ; financial basis of proposed scheme, pp. 47-51.

(8) Estimated Income of the People of the United States.—Total current income ; per capita 
income; income per person gainfully employed, pp. 77-79.

(9) Wage Rates of Farm Labor, 1926.—pp. 82-84.
(10) Changes in English Wage Rates in 1926.—Methods by which wage changes were arranged ; 

changes in hours of labour, pp. 108-110.
(11) Methods of Wage Fixing in Great Britain.—Sliding scale method ; wages determined by trade 

boards ; lack of uniformity in wages and wage-fixing methods, pp. 110-113.
(\2) Plan for National Collection of Employment Statistics.—Purpose of committee on Govern

mental labor statistics ; plans recommended by the Committee—co-ordination of Bureaus, facts 
to be secured, co-ordination with other statistics, special studies ; explanation of the plan, 
pp. 137-140.

Rouline Matter.—As in previous issues.

THE LABOUR GAZETTE-VOL. XXVII, NO. 6, JUNE 1927. (The Department of 
Labour, Canada.)
Special Articles : (I) Alberta Labour Disputes Act.—Report on proceedings during the first year ; 

report of board, pp. 615 and 616.
(2) Labour Legislation in Nova Scotia and Ontario.—Nova Scotia—hours of fire departments, 

coal mines regulation act, metalliferous mines and quarries regulation act, workmen’s compensation, 
other legislation ; Ontario, pp. 626-628.

(3) “ Canadian Labour Laws and the Treaty. —pp. 629-631.
(4) Workmen’s Compensation in Manitoba and Ontario in 1926.—Manitoba; Ontario. pp. 634-638.
(5) Industrial Accident Prevention Associations of Ontario.—Proceedings at safety convention of 

1927.—pp. 639 and 640.
(6) Accident Prevention in a Toronto Factory, pp. 640-642.
(7) Economic Policy of Organized Labour laid before International Economic Conference.—Promotion 

of freer commerce ; raising of labour standards ; international industrial organization ; agricultural 
organization ; proposed international economic office, pp. 648 and 649.

(8) The Trade Union Movement in India.—pp. 649 and 650.
(9) League of Nations International Labour Organization : Tenth Session of the International Labour 

Conjerence.—Social insurance ; governing body of the International Labour Office to meet in Berlin ; 
Great Britain and the hours convention ; administration of labour law in Germany ; credit co-opera
tion ; Japan and seamen’s exchanges ; “ International directory of co-operative organizations ”; 
migration movements 1920-24 ; occupation and health, pp. 653-655.

Rouline Matter.—As in previous issues.

^^ernational
its Eleventh Plenary Congress, held in Berlin from 26th to 31 st Maj 

the International Federation of League of Nations Societiw 
^idered the question of propaganda to be undertaken with a to 
Joking the work of the International Labour Office better known.

Xmong the resolutions adopted was one requesting “ national societiei 
piise their influence with their national educational authorities to include 
Instruction in the principles and work of the International Labour 
Organisation in the regular curricula of educational establishments under 
tlieir control. This resolution draws attention to the recommendations 
submitted by the Committee of Experts of the League of Nations, urging 
the competent authorities in each country to ensure that teachers should 
Ije provided with a copy of the Covenant and the “ International Charter 
of Labour, with short explanations and a concise bibliography, and to 
request those in charge of industrial educational establishments: t.t., 
trade schools, continuation classes, technical schools, agricultural institutes, 
etc., to introduce into their course of instruction some account of the 
League of Nations and the International Labour Organisation in the form 
most suitable for their pupils. (From "International Labour Office Weekly 
l^ews Service,” Geneva, No. 74 o/ 1927.)

* * * * ♦ »
A World Population Conference is to be held in Geneva on 31 st August 

and I-3rd September 1927. It is being organised by an International 
Council specially created for the purpose, and will discuss the most 
important aspects of the population problem. {From "Industrial and 
Labour Information,” Geneva, July II, 1927.)

* * * ♦
UNITED KINGDOM

In the industries for which statistics are regularly compiled by the 
Ministry of Labour, the changes in rates of wages reported to have come 
into operation in June resulted in a reduction of £80,500 in the weekly 
full-time wages of 539,000 workpeople, and in an increase of £2600 in 
those of 40,000 workpeople.

Coalminers again formed the principal group of workpeople affected 
by reductions. In Yorkshire their wages were reduced by about 4 per 
cent, on the previous rates, in Nottinghamshire by nearly 6 per cent., and 
in South Wales and Monmouthshire by 10 per cent. Reductions also 
occurred m the South Staffordshire and Forest of Dean coalfields. In 
other Industries there was a reduction of about 11 per cent, on the previous 
wages of iron puddlers and iron and steel millmen in the Midlands, and 
men employed by electrical contractors in England and Wales had their 
wages reduced by Id. or ^d. per hour. Other bodies of workpeople 
affected by reductions included steel sheet millmen and galvanisers in 
England and Wales, workpeople employed in the asbestos Industry, 
furniture trade operatives in Scotland, and packing-case makers in 
London.
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The workpeople affected by increases in rates of wages were principally 
coal miners in the Cannock Chase and Bristol districts, and workpeople 
employed at waterworks in London.

During the six completed months of 1927 the changes reported to the 
Department in the Industries for which statistics are compiled have resulted 
in net Increases amounting to £22,200 in the weekly full-time wages of 
325,000 workpeople, and in net reductions of £244,900 in those of 1,286,000 
workpeople. In the corresponding period of 1926 there were net Increases 
of £16,500 in the weekly full-time wages of 135,000 workpeople, and net 
reductions of £69,500 in those of 658,000 workpeople. {From “Ministry 
of Labour Gazette,” London, July, 1921J

LABOUR CAZETTL iin

* * * * * *

At 1st July the average level of retail prices of all the commodities taken 
into account in the statistics compiled by the Ministry of Labour (including 
food, rent, clothing, fuel and light, and miscellaneous items) was 
approximately 66 per cent, above that of July, 1914, as compared with 
63 per cent, a month ago, and 70 per cent, a year ago. The corresponding 
figures for food alone were 59, 54 and 61 respectively.

The rise in the index number at 1st July as compared with a month 
earlier, was mainly due to higher prices for potatoes and eggs. {From 
“ Ministry of Labour Gazette,” London, July, 1921J

* * * * * *

The number of trade disputes involving stoppages of work reported to 
the Ministry of Labour as beginning in June was 16. In addition, 28 
disputes which began before June were still in progress at the beginning 
of the month. The number of workpeople involved in all disputes in 
June (including workpeople thrown out of work at the establishments 
where disputes occurred, but not themselves parties to the disputes) was 
about 22,000 ; and the aggregate duration of all disputes during June was 
about 79,000 working days. The aggregate duration of all disputes In 
progress In the first slxT^months of 1927 was about 686,000 working days, 
and the total number of fvorkpeople Involved in these disputes was 61,000. 
{From “Ministry of Labour Gazette,” London, July, 1921J

* * * * * *

The Trade Disputes and Trade Unions Bill, Introduced by the British 
Government, has now passed through its Committee stage. Report stage 
and Third Reading in the House of Commons and has been sent to the 
House of Lords. {From “Industrial and Labour Information,” Geneva, 
July 11, 1921.)

* *

UNITED STATES

According to official reports received by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, 
Department of Commerce, approximately 63 lives are lost every ten days

* * * *

in the coal mines, and 14 in the metal mines of the country. .Frofli 
"Press Reports of the International Federation of Trade Lniom, 
Amsterdam, July 21, 1921.)

« * «

OTHER COUNTRIES

An amendment of the Workmen’s Compensation Act has come into 
operation in New Zealand. The rate of compensation for invalidity in 
that country has now been raised to two-thirds of the man's u ages, and the 
maximum period during which such compensation may be drawn increased 
to 208 weeks. The rate of compensation may be as high as £4 a ueek, 
and the aggregate payments £1000. {From “International Labour Office 
IFeekly News Service”, Geneva, No. 13 of 1921.)

* * * • •

The Canadian Textile Journal Is publishing a series of articles on " Indus
trial Management, ” written by Mr. James A. Coote, assistant professor of 
mechanical engineering at McGill University, Montreal. Professor Coote 
finds that the employment departments and “ welfare " undertakings of 
large industrial concerns owe their existence to the discovery about fifteen 
years ago of the magnitude and importance of “ labour turnover. " " In 
the year 1912, ’’ he says, “ Mr. Magnus Alexander of the General Electric 
Company made an investigation of the extent and cost of labour turnover. 
He found that twelve factories, which at the beginning of the year had 
37,274 employees, increased their working force during the year by 6697 
employees, but during that period 42,571 people were hired, so that 35,874 
must have been dropped from the payroll during that time. The smallest 
factory employed 300 people and the largest 10,000. It was found that of 
the employees engaged during this year tw’enty-seven per cent, of them 
had worked in them before.”

“ The publication of these figures,” Professor Coote continues, “caused 
a great stir in the industrial world and the leaders immediately look steps 
to cope with the problem of reducing the turnover. The first step was the 
organization of the employment department and greater care in the selection 
and placement of employees. But while this worked some improvement 
it did not go far enough. Employers then turj-ied their attention to 
‘ Welfare Work, ’ which, generally, was a we..-meant endeavour to 
minister to the needs or desires of the workers so that they would 
remain on the job.” {From “Labour Gazette,” Canada, June 1921.)

9
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Cause
Result

Name of concern 
and locality

; Approximate num-
' ber of work-people Date ,.,k i-

1 involved dispute

2.

3

Textile Trades

. The 
Podar 
Mill, 
Road, Bl

Toyo 
Cotton 
Delisle 

imbay.

352

Sir Shapurii: 300 i
Broacha Mills,
Delisle Road, 1

Bombay.

The Swa- 1,311
deshi Min.1

2.548

Kurla, Bombay.

4. The Whittle 
and Maganlal 
Spinning and 
Weaving Mills,' 
Viramgaum. j

5. The Laxmi
Narayan Mill, 
Chalisgaon, 
(East Khan- 
desh), I

260

500

ylUC.. /92?

Labour cazfttc
detailed statement —^^ltte^

* Rofjan I Ended ' 

J

\<)27

July

12 July

I Demand foi 

dismissed 

vers.

Demand 
higher

1
Jeiiiana tor rein- Tk

statement of) ended

favour of tk employers^
of,

wea-i

wages.

Nos. I to 10

, 14 July

24 July

23 July-

26 July

favour of the 
eniployers.

ag
6'?e forab; 
without lei

' fined)
to) 

with’ daX'gedl 

cloth. j

Reduction Tl 

Compensatory) inV‘"''® ^"ded 
allowances, , of the

I employers.

against 
osence 
tave.

t I 
-ded 

compromise.

, --'.w.iion toHn ooded
.^^ddled e^T°y°fthe

Count or Number

Nos. 21 to 30

Nos. 31 to 40

Above 40 

Waste, etc.

Nos. 31

to 10

to 20

to 30

to 40

Above 40

Waste, etc.

Nos. 1 to ip

Nos. 11

Nos. 21

Nos. 31

Above 40

Waste, etc.

1.257

Total

Pounds

Total ..

18.147

15,580

19,360

59.736

43,949

3,576 5.030

18,419

55,397

47,644

127.970 127,640 130,872

BOMBAY CITY

5,763 5,571

12,169

9,858 9,966 9,707

17,462

39,819

28,916

AHMEDABAD

(000) ’

200 

4,048 

4,321

368

128

(000)

238

3,189

4,252

753

367

(000) i (000)

192 587

3,227 11,075

4,645 11,651

924 1,061

357 372

9,065 8,799 9,345 24,746

(000)

17,312

36.016

29,218

37,392

29.696
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF THE QUANTITY (IN POUNDS) AND DESCRIPTION 
OF WOVEN GOODS PRODUCED

BOMBAY PRESIDENCY

Description

Month of June I hree months ended June

1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 i 1927

Grey & bleached piecegoods—Pounds (000) (000) (000) (000) ! (000)

I (000)

Khadi „ i 972 912 2,039 2,499 2,513 i 4,740
Chudders „ ’ 1,175 1,964 1,854 3,477 4,365 4,658
Dhotis „ 6,030 8,097 8,729 20,120 22,914 1 24,498
Drills and jeans „ 862 822 1,157 3,205 3,136 3,803
Cambrics and lawns 34 24 50 230 56 III
Printers 200 165 130 829 585 491
Shirtings and long cloth „ 7,665 11,370 10,124 25,030 32,112 31,114
T. cloth, domestics, and

sheetings „ 980 1,365 1,268 3,153 3,340 4,305
Tent cloth „ 105 20 16 336 84 196
Other sorts 501 508 467 1,651 1,499 1,518

Total „ 18,524 25,247 25,834 60,530 70,604 75,434

Coloured piecegoods „ 7,317 9,772 9,730 22,171 27,827 29,974
Grey and coloured goods.

other than piecegoods ,, 212 329 240 793 958 673
Hosiery „ 19 30 34 52 80 99
Miscellaneous „ 201 189 294 458 709 860
Cotton goods mixed with 1

silk or wool „ 56 217 391 165 I 571 1,127

Grand Total „ 26,329 35,784 36,523 84,169
i
100,749 108,167

BOMBAY CITY

Grey & bleached piecegoods—Pounds (000) (000) (000) (000) (000) (000)
Khadi „ .. 761 824 1,821 1,932 2,222 3,518
Chudders ,, 726 1,517 1,385 2,344 3,124 3,373
Dhotis „ 2,100 2,558 3,150 6,635 6,988 8,474
Drills and jeans „ ,.. 7b 1 772 1,084 2,876 2,875 3,599
Cambrics and lawns ,, 15 II 16 164 14 42
Printers „ 7
Shirtings and long cloth 5,63 i 9,009 7,588 18,798 25,249 23,565
T. cloth, domestics, and

sheetings „ 781 1,031 785 2,350 2,378 3,259
Tent cloth „ 84 17 7 255 63 173
Other sorts „ 231 324 241 712 861 806

Total „ 11,110 16,063 16,077 36,073 43,774 46,809

(Coloured piecegoods „ 5,277 7,361 6,846 15,491 19,420 20,363
Grey and coloured goods.

other than piecegoods „ 202 319 236 760 928 664
Hosiery „ 3 3 11 14 15 30
Miscellaneous „ 182 170 234 417 589 686
Cotton goods mixed with

silk or wool „ 54 128 241 162 292 640

Grand Total „ 16,828 24,C44 23,645 52,917 65,018 69,192

I

i

DETAILED STATEMENT OF THE QUANTITY (IN POUNDS) AND DESCRIPTION 
OF WOVEN GOODS PRODUCED-conzd.

AHMEDABAD

Month of June Three month* ended June

Description

Grey & bleached piecegoods—Pounds

Khadi 
Chudders 
Dhotis 
Drills and jeans 
Cambrics and lawns 
Printers 
Shirtings and long cloth 
T. cloth, domestics, and 

sheetings 
Tent cloth 
Other sorts

Total

Coloured piecegoods
Grey and coloured goods, 

other than piecegoods
Hosiery 
Miscellaneous 
(Cotton goods mixed with 

silk or wool

Grand Total

»»
1,526 1,663 5.741

22.230

20,492

6.l‘3

n.<^5 ' 27,408



nts

Cer tall— 
Rica 
Wheel
Do.
Do. 

Jottfo/i (1) 
Barley

Pulhe»— 
Gram 
Turdal

Si/^r—
Sugar 
Do.

Haw (Gul)

Other Food—
Turmeric

Odicedi—
Linseed 
Rapeseed 
Poppy seed 
Gingelly teed

Index No.—CereaU

Index No.—Puhes 

Index Nc.—Food grains

Index No.—Sugar

Index No.— Other food

Index No.—All Food

Index No —Qitaa^t

(o> Cotton, taw— t
Broach
Oomra 
Dharwar 
Khandcsh 
Bengal

Index No.—Cf tton. raw

(6) Cotton manufaciuret— 
Twist
Grey shirtings
While mulls*
Shirtings
I ong (□oth O) ,.
Chudders (4) .,

Index No.—Colton manufaeturr* 

Index No.—Textile—CoMon

0/Arr TtMtiin—

Index No.—Other I'extile*

Hi and SHm—
IlMles. Cow 

Dn Buffe’o ,,
Skins. Goat ,,

Index No - - Hide* and Skin*
Ml taf^

Copper brarier* ..
Iron bars 
Sleel hoofw 
Galvanised sheets 
Tin iilst*

Indra Nn.—Mr«ei» 
t^hrrad oiHdtaa —

Rate fttr
riMcu «■

Kib 1914
I

(l> Qnaiaii
Mr*6r.

* In the ah.___
t S«n<r ()*><ihr«

• ■ Ranrocvi Small -miU 
Delhi No. I 
Khandwa Seooi 
Jubbulpore 
Cawnpore

Gbati

< Punjab yellow (2ad sort) 
, Cawnpore

Mauht'u*
• Java, white 

Sangli or Poona

• ■ Rajapuri 
•' Deshi
• Bombay (bUcL)

Bold 
Cawnpore Ihrown)

(»ood
• . Fully w<*oJ 
, . Saw«ginn«d
.Maclun**'ffinned

.. 40S
. Farl 2.000 
..6^
• >; Liepmann’t 1.500

Local made 36* K J7| yds
• •! 54' X 6 »d«.

J

Marx how 
Methow laji

a. p. Ft a

Md. 
Cwt. 
Candy

Maund

Mauod

Cut,

Maund

Maund

R«

» IU> Jub locj

a. Ft a »-
1 1 9 1 1

t? • 1 11 «
• 0 77 1 0
« 0 51 0 0
5 $ 4 $ s
1 1 4 1 9

10 « 4 1 1

10 * 4 0 10
1 $ a 7 t

10 3 0
7 H 3

15 S 0
10 9 II

15 ’2 0
8 9 2

u'io 0
9 1 10

100 
100 
tw

15*
115

I4S 
IO«

144
118

1 

r
....

■■■■
1 100 144 129 1305 9 J 

45 II S
1 7 6

7 7 9
80 0 0
2 0 0

1

8 II 4
91 6 10
2 0 0

8 4 0 
5| 8 Id
2 0 0

too
100
100

1’4 
ITS 
lit

158 
.>oe 
118

a
149 
2l0 
1*8

1
1

i

i

' i
.... 1

1

.... ) 100 148 184 I8,’

1 ^ ... I
1

.... 1
.... 100 14* 141 1418 14 6

8 0 0
10 14 0
11 4 0

11 4 0
11 6 0
14 8 0
17 12 0 !

1(

11 0 0 
II 11 0
17 12 0
18 10 0

n ij 0 
II 8 0
17 )4 0
18 4 0

ino 
100 
too 
100

128 
142 
lit 
158

l.'4
14 .
181
148

121
142
184
144

... 1 I
■■ 100 140 14* 14* <

1
8

1
12

1
0

1 1 
8 17

6
0

9 0 0 9 0 0
17 4 0 17 4 0
0 IS 0 0 15 0
0 II 9 0 14 e

l<K) tbf IS«

IflP in in ta
IW iti.

IW' IW U.

I

E

.... CsK. *« 8 O 58 « 0 M 0 9 M k t
>.88 •8 J O 7 • • 8 I. It (f 4 0
' • • • 0* 7 12 o 1* 0 0 'f 4 1 19 9 f. . 8 9 * * It 14 0 fl 2 C Id' 1 (
. a • 0 12 0 iT 0 • •S 0 6 14 <li 9

*’0 0 9 i; 8 • 17 *

Wk
'iP

1* 49a
*i5' 14)
199 Itt 149 »4»

... 499 Itt 142 Hi

ioir.oi.4..



H IS e

I

L.orba4i* No. S
S'*, kotirr. )% -tn. Sir« nd 
»*>o korbr. S'*. Art. «rs. nd 

fco«i»». I
2'-^ I

I ’ ■ I-'

a/xoA— 
Cotton Mod 
Rapt Burl. Lold 
Cinf/hr

Collon imnulocturw 
Otilb 
ShatirM*

lod« No.—Cotlaa manulaclurM

OAtt TviUltt—Wool

Hxiaa. dr*

No.->M«

l« I
10 s

e« 0
0

Staa «Md SA ««» S» MS SA ta.

*00 m
>*« too 3
««K <*
M0 
**
»0B ts* IW
100 ISO UP

100 Ml lit IS0

100 «M IIP
i

MO IC^ H" ■ Ja
M0 P0 M*

100 ikS >«0 l«

no M 00

100 111 t> IM
too 
loo I

ir 
Ilk

MP <00 tat Ml

MP . na IM <00

‘ IS 0 0 S« « 0 * 01 k 0 lau VO l«0 <M t
10 ; 0 If 14 0 14 0 ft 100 Its lit IM
SO 0 0 1} 0 ft IS 0 ft 100 Itto 144 100 1

. .... J 1 ■ ISO 1*1 Its 101

J .... i
<

100 MS ISO 140

ft 9 0 10 0 0 so 0 0 100 114 ISO IOS

WOO IS 0 0 14 0 I 100 c £< 40
IS 0 0 IS 0 0 Id 0 <0 100 n 40

1
MO So 01 40

SO 0 0 00 0 0
{.}< :jt

* • t 
0 d 0 
0 i; 0

tor 00 00 9t oiS its IM
ISO 5

MO ISO Of in 3
tt t 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 i M> 0
f d 0 t 0 0

O 0 0 •SO in •n
n t ISO

•00 •3 i0»

M0 ISO »«•

•Ml IO* MO 101



WHOLESALE PRICES INDEX NUMBERS IN BOMBAY BY GROUPS

Prices in July 1914 = 100

Month Pulses

August 
September .. 
October 
November .. 
December ..

1926 
January 
February 
March

August 
September 
October 
November 
December .

1927 
January 
February 
March

(o) Revised figure* from October 1925 to March 1926.

Other 
food

Index No., 
food

Oil
seeds

Raw 
; cotton

Cotton 
manu

factures
Ot^r 

textiles

1
! and skins Metals

Other raw 
and manu
factured 

articles

Index No 
non-food.

General 
Index No.

260 174 150

1

265 232 187 J 150 166 16b 189 184

184 148 140 182 208 144 139 153 155 163 158
183 149 140 184 206 155 161 153 159 167 160
176 146 136 1 184 205 155 141 153 159 164 157
178 149 130 (o)l9l 203 153 151 154 159 (a) 164 (o) 158
175 155 133 169 195 152 155 153 159 162 160
168 149 129 159 191 i 148 149 150 155 157 154

172 149 127 154 186 149 155 151
i
j 158 157 154

158 143 129 150 186 147 153 152 1 153 156 151
152 144 127 (a) 144 186 145 147 151 153 (o) 154 (a) 150
156 144 131 138 183 143 171 151 t 150 155 151
153 148 137 138 '82 143 155 151 1 146 152 151
148 146 142 141 182 131 , 144 149 147 151 150
148 143 140 144 180 130 ! 147 150 148 152 149
146 145 134 149 178 130 i 128 147 , 148 149 148
148 148 140 149 173 133 134 146 ! 151 150 149
146 143 132 149 165 134 147 148 152 149 147
146 144 131 118 157 131 1 144 150 160 147 14b
144 143 133

1
109 156 R 132 1 150 161 , 158 147 146

140 138 113 1 154 135 142 158 160 146 14b
150 R6 143 125 163 135 135 158 159 449 148
149 144 144 132 163 134 137 156 161 149 148
150 141 143 128 161 136 142 149 156 1 147 145
155 143 145 142 162 142 I4S 147 159 1 150 148
164 14.3 145 149 161 149 137 142 156 1 149 147
162 141 143

154 (
163 J 142 139 136 159 1 149 147

INDEX NUMBERS OF WHOLESALE PRICES IN INDIA AND FOREIGN COUNIRIES

r lOO <« R»m«I f

Country
! India

I (Bombay)

1 Japan
> China
i (Shanghai)

Java 
(Batavia)

j Australia Egypt 
j (Cairo)

United 
Kingdom

(1)
1 France Holland Norway 1 Sweden 1 Canada

United 
(A) Stales ol

America
1 i___ !

No. of articles j 44 ( ; 147 1
1
i 92 1 150 • 45 48 100 47 j 236

J
404

1913 Average
1
1 100 (J) 100 100

i
100

(e)’i66
100 100 100 j (a) 100 ! in 100

1
i 100 100

1914 .( 100 96 106 102 109 (c) 115 116 i )02 98
1915 • ( .... 147 102 140 146 159 145 110 101
1916 "7 ; 138 124 188 224 ; 233 . 'S5 , 132 127
1917

’236 149 153 1 169 ( ;;;; : 262 276 ! 341 ' 244 1 179 177
1918 196 178 11 207 339 373 i 345 339 199 194
1919
1920 „
1921 ..
1922 „
1923

. 222 236
152

189 226 i .... 356 304 1 322 1 331 209 206
216 259 228 I 2f)9 • 307 509 292 ' M 377 347 , 244 1 226
199 200 i 150 175 180 197 345 182 1 298 ! 211 1 172 ' 147
187 '96 146 170 162 146 159 327 160 1 233 i 162 152 149

1 I8| '99 156 176 179 131 159 419 '51 / 233 157 1 133 154
1924 207 154 176 173 143 166 489 156 / 269 f35 133 150
1925 I is 202 159 170 170 152 159 550 ; '55 251 160 i 159

,, August 
„ September

i 160 200 160 176 170 151 157 557 ! 155 1 245 >54 / IM I IM
'57 201 160 ' 175 170 152 156 556 1 155 231 151 157 I IM

.. October (6) 158 200 159 175 171 153 155 572 154 221 148 157 l$H
,, November ! W 160 197 158 174 173 145 154 605 i 154 217 150 I6l i$a

December 
1926 January

(A) 154 194 158 '73 168 140 153 633 '55 1 218 149 164 156
(A) 154 192 ! 164 172 169 134 151 634 153 ' 214 150 164 l$b

,, February (A) 151 1 !2® ' 163 170 168 134 149 636 1 149 2it 148March W 150 184 164 167 171 134 144 632 145 204 14$ IbO / 152 !
,, April 
,, May

151 181 163 165 176 133 144 650 143 198 14$ Ibl I 'H151 177 169 '65 175 128 145 688 143 I9f. 14$ '57 / 152
152150 177 156 159 171 129 146 738 I 144 195 143 IM. 1

July 149 179 157 159 169 129 149 838 141 196 , 14) IW. 1 151
,, August 148 177 161 158 170 129 149 769 139 I«6 ! 14) '$4 149
,, September 149 176 164 158 166 129 151 787 140 197 , 142 '51 151

October 147 174 171 (A) 161 162 129 152 751 143 IM 1 142 >5' 150
,, Novernbcr .. 146 172 174 fA) 160 163 130 152 684 147 182 142 152 I 148December 146 170 iJ2 159 •62 130 146 527 147 \77 141 '51 1 1471927 January 
.. Febrvary

March
.. April 

May 
t« June

_______

146 • 170 173 159 162 126 144 622 145 •70 140 '5' / 147148 ' 171 172 fA) 160 160 124 143 632 I4t, 165 ' 140 150 I4f
148 171 175 157 157 124 141 641 144 lf>0 i It9 149 1 14)

(6) 145 170 173 157 159 122 140 637 KJ 159 pa 149 t 1*4
148
147
147

171
170

173
169

'58 ,
158 I 1.0 124 141

142
629 
b23

14$ 160 I IJ9
!

144
I4<





Wheat

Jowari 5 6 8

5 2 4

Index No.—Cerea's ..

Gram Maund

TurdaJ

Index No.—Pluses

Other articles of food—

Susar Cfehned)

Jagri (gul)

Mutton

Ghee 84 8

rolatoei

Onioni

Cocoanut otJ

Index No.—Other article\ of

I

Index No.^All food articles 
(unweighted}

RETAIL PRICES OF ARTICLES OF FOOD IN JUNE AND JULY 1927
NOTE.-The figures in italics are index numbers of prices taking July 1914 prices as 100 in each

Bombay Ahmedabad ' Shotapur

Cereali

Ai tides

' Maund 1
136

7 5 8

^24
118

128

5 2 7 
129

8 (4 3

138

5 tO 2 
131

8 13 5

KarachiPoona Bombay

June July
, 1927
1

1927

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p.

8 7 10 7 II 1
147 138

8 0 0 7 6 11
149 733

4 15 3 5 12 6
144 733

5 9 10 5 42 4
757

1
734

744 735

5 8 11

i

6 9 0 ■
114 153

9 13 6 8 15 7 8 14 3

Rs. a. p. Rs. a.

8 0 0 8 0
120 730

5 10 7 6 2
735 131

4 7 1 5 0
722 737

4 13 7 5 II
775 121

—

723 128

5 6 5 2
141 129

1 5 8 9 
729

9 14 6

Maund 13 11 1
780

*« 13 1 6
753

Lb. 0 15 5 
798

Maund 3 5 0 
756

Seer 0 8 7 
166

-
i 0 13 2

1 197

Maund ! 17 9 4
I 191
\ 97 0 5
'j 191

«• \ 7 2 3
j 159

[392
230

> 9 27 15 7
1 HO

•• 176

163
■

13 5 4 13 5- 4 12 15 3 1 U
767 733 738 780

10 10 8 6 6 9 i 8 5 0 1 11
120 708 118 760

0 15 7 1 1 10 1 1 0 5 1 15
260 777 200 794

0 8 7 
166

0 13 8 
295

0 \0 0 
167

0 10 0 
167

\7 9 4 
191

90 6 6 
196

7 H 10 
173

3 9 2 
230

28 9 2

8 0 0
180

\0 0 0 
200

73 2 5 
171

15 5 4 
192

6 2 6 
114

5 115
150

1 4 3
180

2 8 0

25 J

B 5 4
133

\7. \5 3

8 12 3
773

8 13 10 
726

1 1 1 10
171

1 0 5 
200

3 8 2 
158

2 14 8

0 4 0 
160

0 6 0 
747

0 8 0 
133

\ 0 9 0
f 150

t! 6 to
157

13 5 4
133

’6 3 1 
136

74 6 8
144

7 9 tt
191

4 15 3 
147

1 1 3 
123

2 to 1 
131

0 0
120

28 1 1 
litO
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I

hM « hH. MO

NUa
1 aabaa

tMiaa 

al 6mm)
AlUU

MM 325
(

IM Ktt 156 Ml Ol »72 IM
1, ■ IM IM 1)5 191 156 M6 229 •72 Ml
<JbaUb« f *

<

IM 124 IM 193 156 M7 224 •72 Ml
9 •

l» 121 IM 196 157 M7 214 •72 Ml
(W.b« a a IM U3 1)3 h6 156 M7 214 •72 Me

Ml
•»

IM 124 IM 119 132 M5 2W •72 157

t ♦ a ai
IM 123 1)3 IM 152

( 210 •72 157

lUdi a «
IM 121 IM II) 155 165 207 172 159

AnrJ •« • •

1
U7 IM III 153 165 207 •72 •a

1^* • • «•(
i

IB uz 132 112 151 165 207 172 150

|mm •• • •

I

••! IW 119 129 114 19) 165 191 172 154

M» < « • * * 1
IM 119 IM 113 152 165 192 172 157

I • "i IM Irt l» 114 147 165 191 172 •52

%OMlU< '•( 12) III 124 112 146 165 m 172 •51

(JmoUi ..
121 121 121 112 140 165 192 172 153

Nu*«b^ 1 •

1

129 1)2 129 112 |4»> 165 115 •72 153

DfeMfUlM • • « * i 1)2 1)7 1)3 113 151 165 176 172 155

1« 
>»kUUV 9 a

a 9 1 1)2 140 113 151 165 in 172 155

FebMv « •
• ••' 1)2 1)6 1)2 III 130 165 172 172 154

Mw>b • •
1)2 1)6 1)3 112 151 165 174 172 155

A»«U «« • •

* *l

•• 1)2 in ”2 180 130 165 175 172 15)

Mh «• • a ••1 1)3 IM 1)3 177 130 164 170 172 153

JuM «« a a a a D) 139 IM 182 152 164 162 172 155

Jut* • « a a IM 143 IM 187 155 164 160 172 157

AufUM a a
..i 135 141 1)6 III 15) 164 160 172 155

SvpmnbM t a a a 135 145 179 152 164 160 172 155

(XibU « • ”1 1)5 130 ! 110 15) 164 159 172 155

Naw«mb«f a a a a 1)3 132 '» 180 152 164 156 172 154

a a a a IVt IM 1)6 i 184 154 166 148 172 156

Ml 
Jaman a a a a IM 149 1)5 III 155 166 143 172 156

Febuarr a a a a IM 154 136 ISO 152 166 143 172 155

Mar«k a a a a IM 139 1)7 179 152 166 152 172 155

Aptd •• a a a a 1)3 15)
1

1)5 178 151 166 143 172 15)

Mav .. a a 133 IM IM 176 150 166 147 172 l$2

JWM •« a a a a IM 1)6 177 151 166 147 172
J

154

.. a a 1)6 i 153 138 i III 154 166 149 172 ’ 156

Aaaaal a a a a 136 i '« 1)3 I 184 155 166 . 152 172 157
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